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Abstract:  The Swedish government has committed to a steep increase in renewable energy production, with 
the ai  that S ede s e e g  suppl  should e o e e ti el  e e a le by 2040. One of the renewable energy forms that is currently under expansion is wind power, with approximately a third of existing installed capacity in the four northernmost provinces. In these provinces, however, the wind power developments conflict with Sámi reindeer husbandry, an indigenous livelihood that depends on large grazing lands and freedom of mig atio . Th ough the le s of S hlos e g s  environmental justice framework, this thesis scrutinizes the justice claims made by the reindeer herders as well as the developers and Swedish authorities. I find that the competing perceptions of what is just create injustices for the indigenous and less powerful Sámi herders. They can point to several injustices regarding distribution, procedure and recognition in the wind power development. Then, I turn to the broader context of the future of Sámi reindeer herding in the context of climate change. I find that competing land uses, such as wind power, and other factors increase the herders  vulnerability to climate change. Conflicts in the Sámi community and insufficient protection for the indigenous livelihood by the Swedish state can further aggravate the uncertain future of Sámi reindeer herding. Fi all , I p o ide e o e datio s o  ho  the he de s  adapti e apa it  ould e strengthened.  Keywords: Sámi, wind power, environmental justice, vulnerability, climate change Word count: 13.989    
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Whe  ou a e, g eat hite aste  you know took our grazing lands dirtied and emptied the rivers with ugly machines cut deep wounds 
i  ou  a esto s  flesh e o e ea th And when you came great white master you promised us forever the remnants of our own pastures everything that you at that time did not take Our grazing lands have shrunk so much that nothing exists any longer for you 
to p o ise fo  ete it  (excerpt from Trekways of the Wind (Nils-Aslak Valkeapää, 1994))
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1 Introduction In order to tackle climate change, the Swedish government has decided to undertake mitigating measures and has set targets for the country to increase its renewable energy (RE) production. REs, such as solar power, hydropower or wind power, generate energy that emits fewer greenhouse gases than conventional fossil fuel energy production (IPCC, 2011). The Swedish RE goal is to have a fully renewable energy supply by 2040 ( Suppo t fo  e e a les , 2016). For this goal, wind power in Sweden is planned to increase considerably, tripling from 10 TWh per year in 2013 to 30 TWh per year in 2020 (Energimyndigheten, 2015; Energimyndigheten, 2016). While the majority of wind turbines in Sweden is currently located in the South of the country, interest in building new wind power in the North has increased in recent years, also due to the low population density (Liljenfeldt & Petersson, 2017). From 48 wind turbines in 2003, construction in the Swedish North soared to 704 turbines in 2014, with another 845 that received permission but are yet to be built (Kløcker Larsen et al., 2016). While this development of wind power is beneficial for climate change mitigation, there is also a flip side to it: the rapid expansion of wind power in the Swedish North clashes with the reindeer herding livelihood of the indigenous Sámi population.   Reindeer husbandry in the traditional way requires vast geographic areas, as the animals are moved between pastures from mountain or forest areas in the west to the coastal east of Sweden (Svensk Vindenergi och Svenska Samernas Riksförbund, 2010). While Sámi reindeer herding has seen considerable changes in the last century, including the adoption of modern technology and a change towards more extensive herding (Williams, 2003), current-day reindeer herding is still based on the traditional nomadic form and highly dependent on environmental and weather conditions (Allard, 2006; Sandström et al., 2016). Due to its dependence on the natural environment, reindeer husbandry is also expected to be highly vulnerable to climate change (SOU, 2007). The wind power developments undertaken in the Swedish North create conflicts because they reduce the available pastures, impact the animals and make herding more difficult and costly for the herders (Länsstyrelsen Västerbotten, 2011; Skarin, Sandström, Alam, Buhot & Nellemann, 2016). While several herding communities have tried to oppose the wind power developments, the Swedish authorities try to promote the coexistence of wind power and reindeer husbandry (Länsstyrelsen Västerbotten, 2011). 
This o fli t et ee  ei dee  he di g a d i d po e  de elop e t puts the he de s etween a 
o k a d a ha d pla e : they are vulnerable to climate change and generally could be expected to support mitigation, but the solution of wind power to this wicked problem of climate change (Jerneck 
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et al., 2011) only creates new difficulties for the herders. In fact, mitigation through wind power production renders their climate change adaptation more difficult. Thus, while wind power production is intended to be an energy source for the future and to help mitigating climate change, its expansion in the Swedish North endangers the indigenous Sámi livelihood. In this thesis, a two-fold analysis highlights different aspects of this conflict between reindeer husbandry and wind power. In the first step of the analysis, I look into the environmental justice implications based on the theory developed by Schlosberg (2004) that rests on three pillars of justice: distribution, procedure and recognition. The justice claims made by both sides to the conflict between herding and wind power development are investigated to provide an understanding of how differing conceptions of justice can create conflict. I argue that the two opposing sides have different perceptions of justice which creates injustices, as one understanding prevails over the other. In the second step of the analysis, I then turn to the broader picture to caution about the vulnerable situation of the reindeer herding livelihood to the impacts of climate change in the near future. Through a vulnerability and adaptability framework, I identify the barriers to adaptation that currently exist for reindeer herding, one of which is the land-use competition with wind power. Based on my own research and literature review, I provide some recommendations on how Sámi reindeer husbandry could regain its adaptive capacity. The adaptation analysis is also highly related to justice considerations, as just adaptation is the one that reduces the vulnerability of the most vulnerable (Adger, 2006). The aim of this thesis is to highlight the importance of environmental justice in climate change action, both in mitigation and adaptation. In the case of Sámi reindeer herding, climate change mitigation through wind power can carry injustices and constrain the vulnerable herding livelihood from adaptation to climate change. To disclose this vulnerability, I investigate the consequences of climate change and other factors on the livelihood of Sámi reindeer herding and propose some suggestions of what could alleviate injustices and increase adaptability. The thesis is guided by three research questions (RQ):  RQ1: Within the framework of environmental justice by Schlosberg (2004),    a) what do the Sámi herders claim as just with regard to wind power development?  b) what do wind developers and authorities claim as just with regard to Sámi herding  communities? RQ2: Which constraints exist to the adaptation of Sámi reindeer herding to the impacts of climate change?  
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Throughout the thesis, Sami reindeer herding communities are referred to as sameby, the original Swedish term which implies both a geographic grazing area and a community of herders working together (Länsstyrelsen Västerbotten, 2011).  1.1 Scope and limitations Naturally, this thesis carries some limitations due to its scope and restrictions in data collection. While I could have certainly gathered data from further conflicts regarding reindeer herding and wind power, my research was limited due to time and resource constraints. Despite this, a certain point of saturation was reached in the interview answers. I do not claim that this research can be generalisable to other cases but rather hope to provide a case study of environmental injustices and highlight the threats to adaptation that reindeer husbandry faces in the context of climate change. The focus of the thesis lies with the Sámi reindeer herding perspective of the conflict, even though I also illuminate justice perceptions of the developers and authorities. This focus is justified, in my opinion, to support the less powerful side of the conflict, which is a threatened livelihood. Thus, while presenting both sides  justi e pe eptio s, I p o ide o e spa e to the he de s  pe eptio  of injustices. In this thesis, justice claims by wind power developers and Swedish governmental authorities are merged. While these could have been separated, under the scope of this thesis, they were brought together as both actor groups have been perceived to oppose the Sámi reindeer herders in the conflict with wind power. The analysis of their positions was also mainly based on document analysis, as unfortunately, only few authorities or companies were responsive to my interview requests. The results of the data collected might be limited due to its way of distribution, for instance regarding the survey. Since the survey was sent out through herders I talked to and distributed at the Sámi week in Umeå, it is possible that a bias was introduced and that rather pro-Sámi respondents would answer it. Nevertheless, the responses generated were quite diverse, including some that openly favoured wind power over Sámi herding interests. Finally, there has been criticism regarding the Sámi-nature relationship: Valkonen and Valkonen (2014) question whether the Sámi community has any special relationship to their environment. While I am aware of this limitation, I still think that Sámi reindeer herders carry important knowledge and are tightly linked to their surrounding natural environment due to their nature-based livelihood. 
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1.2 Thesis outline Following the introduction, I provide some background information on the Sámi and the traditional livelihood of reindeer herding as well as how herding is impacted by climate change and wind power developments (chapter 2). In chapter 3, I present my research strategy and introduce the case researched. Afterwards, I introduce the theoretical framework, positioning my research in sustainability science, presenting the theory on environmental justice and the framework on vulnerability and adaptation (chapter 4). Then follows my first layer of analysis, examining the justice claims of the reindeer herders and the justice claims of the wind developers and Swedish authorities (chapter 5). In my second layer of analysis, in chapter 6, I provide a more holistic picture of the threats to reindeer herding in the context of climate change and provide some recommendations on how these could be approached. Finally, I conclude my thesis and offer entryways for further research.    
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Figure 1. Location of Sápmi, the traditional Sámi home-land (Wikimedia commons, n.d.) 

2 Background 2.1 The Sámi in Sweden The Sámi are an Indigenous people that live in the northern parts of Norway, Sweden, Finland and the Russian Kola Peninsula (see figure 1). While nomadic reindeer herding is a traditional Sámi livelihood, only a few thousand still practice the profession in present days. There are estimated to be around 20,000 Sámi in Sweden, of which only around 10% still practice the livelihood of reindeer herding (Furberg, Evengård & Nilsson, 2011). Reindeer husbandry is based on mobility, with herders moving their animals between the west and the coastal east of Sweden (Svensk Vindenergi och Svenska Samernas Riksförbund, 2010). Despite modernization and more extensive herding in the last decades, reindeer husbandry is still highly dependent on the natural environment (Allard, 2006; Sandström et al., 2016; Williams, 2003). While the Sámi are generally considered to be the first occupants of the Swedish North, Swedish settlements and agriculture were encouraged by the Swedish Crown since the 1600s and a process of what some have te ed i te al olo isatio  as i itiated Alla d, ; La e e, ; Öss o & Lantto, 2011). Due to Swedish policies in the 19th century that tried to shield the Sámi livelihood from agriculture and Swedish settlements, reindeer herding has been given a special status in Swedish law (Lantto & Mörkenstam, 2008; Lantto, 2010; Lantto, 2014; Lawrence & Mörkenstam, 2016). While the 
Sá i ha e the ight to use a ou d % of S ede s la d a ea fo  ei dee  he di g th ough the Reindeer Grazing Act of 1886, they do not own the land and are only allowed to use it for reindeer herding (Lantto & Mörkenstam, 2008). In fact, the customary rights of the Sámi to their land are only legally recognised in reindeer herding: according to Swedish law, only Sámi that are active reindeer herders in a sameby retain the rights of herding, fishing and hunting in parts of their former land area (Allard, 2006; Beach, 2007). In Swedish law, a herder cannot change his occupation, since he di g legislation takes the logical, if drastic, position that to the extent a Saami herder strays from his 
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t aditio al he di g ultu e so should his spe ial ights e te i ated  Bea h, , p. . Furthermore, if a pasture is abandoned by herders, it does not fall under the reindeer grazing rights anymore, effectively making it lost to the entire Sámi community (Allard, 2006). Both the special privileges and the burdens of the reindeer herders divide the Sámi community. Sámi identity or Sáminess has been centred around only herding by Swedish policies for the last centuries (Williams, 2003). However, in recent years, the Sámi have gained more freedom to decide on what is Sáminess apart from reindeer herding. One such example are the voting rights to the Sámi Parliament that have been based on self-identification as a Sámi and Sámi language usage at home (Lantto & Mörkenstam, 2008). Thus, the Sámi identity has not yet been clearly established and, legally, the Sámi rights to their former land still rest only on practicing reindeer herders. Furthermore, the different ways of identifying as Sámi have also created conflicts between reindeer herders and the Sámi Parliament. Despite receiving constitutional recognition as an Indigenous People in 2010, the Swedish Sámi are still in an ongoing struggle for self-determination (Lawrence & Mörkenstam, 2016). The Sámi Parliament (Sametinget) with popularly elected members has been criticized as it is a Swedish 
go e e t age  a d eeds to follo  the go e e t o e  the ele to ate s ishes (Lawrence & Mörkenstam, 2016). Sweden has repeatedly been criticized for its Sámi policies and for not joining 
the I te atio al La ou  O ga isatio s Co e tio   (ILO 169) (UN HRC, 2016). Quite importantly, ILO 169 articles 14 and 15 state that indigenous peoples should have o e ship a d possessio  o e  

the la ds hi h the  t aditio all  o up  as ell as ights to atu al esou es o  those la ds  ILO, 1989). This is highly relevant regarding land-use conflicts that Sámi communities and especially reindeer herders face i  S ede , as o peti g la d uses o u  asi all  i  ost of the ei dee  

he di g a ea, of o e o  less se ious ha a te  fo  the ei dee  hus a d  Alla d, , p. . Such competing land-uses include wind power development, which is the focus of this thesis. Additionally, however, reindeer herding is expected to face another threat in the future: the impact of climate change (SOU, 2007).  2.2 Reindeer herding and climate change Sámi reindeer herding is highly dependent on the natural environment, as the herd needs to be moved between areas several times a year and a main food source of the reindeer are lichens found in the natural vegetation (Allard, 2006; Skarin, Nellemann, Sandström, Rönnegård & Lundqvist, 
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2013). Furthermore, the climatic and weather conditions are of outmost importance in the livelihood practiced outside all year round. The Arctic is expected to be amongst the first regions of the world to experience the impacts of climate change, with warming predicted with even low radiative forcing projections (see figure 2).       Figure 2. Present-day mean temperature of warmest quarter (left panel) and temperatures projected for 2070 based on RCP 2.6 (middle panel) and RCP 8.5 (right panel) in the tundra of northern Fennoscandia. (Käyhkö & Horstkotte, 2017) Indigenous people, such as the Sámi, are specifically vulnerable to climate change due to their dependence on nature in reindeer herding (ACIA, 2005; Löf, 2013). A report from the Swedish Commission on Climate and Vulnerability points out expected impacts of climate change on reindeer herding, such as longer vegetation periods but also more insect plagues, increased grazing pressure and more land-use conflicts (SOU, 2007). Herders have already observed changes: more unpredictable weather and changes in vegetation, as well as ice crust building on top of the ground, making lichen inaccessible for reindeer and necessitating artificial fodder (Furberg et al., 2011). A delayed winter and an earlier thawing in spring make crossing of water bodies during migration more dangerous for the herders or make the route impassable (Furberg et al., 2011; SOU, 2007). While historically, reindeer husbandry has adapted to changing conditions for hundreds of years (ACIA, 2005), present-day adaptation options are limited due to governmental policies and competing land-uses (Löf, 2013). Faced with the threat of climate change, reindeer herders could favour climate change mitigation, such as wind power development. However, wind power in reindeer pastures has shown to create conflicts between the developers and the herding communities (Sullivan, 2010).  2.3 Wind power policy and reindeer herding The Swedish government has set high targets for renewable energies, especially wind power, since the early 2000s to mitigate climate change (Lawrence, 2014). Currently, it aims at generating 30 TWh 
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per year from wind energy to increase its RE supply to at least 50% by 2020 (Energimyndigheten, 2015; Energimyndigheten, 2016). An even more ambitious goal has been set in 2016: by 2040, the entire energy supply of Sweden is supposed to be renewable ( Suppo t fo  e e a les , 2016). To promote wind power, the Swedish government has dedicated certain areas of national interest (riksintresse) to wind power in which conditions for wind turbines are favourable. While a majority of wind power is still situated in the South of Sweden (2855 turbines in 2015), a growing interest in development in northern Sweden has led to a quick increase in permits there (1772 in 2015) (Liljenfeldt & Petersson, 2017). This is also due to the perception that the less densely populated North might have fewer people opposing wind turbines. However, developments in the North oftentimes are situated in reindeer pastures, another area of national interest. While the Swedish government tries to promote the coexistence of wind power and reindeer husbandry, there has been considerable opposition from the herders due to concerns about land loss and impacts on the reindeer. Studies in different samebys have shown that the windparks themselves, but also roads and power lines related to the parks, negatively affect the reindeer: a zone of avoidance is created and the reindeer become restless in the surrounding area (Skarin et al, 2013; Skarin & Åhman, 2014; Skarin et al., 2016). Additionally, the clear-cutting of the forest decreases the growth of lichen in the trees, a main food source for the animals, which has already become scarcer in the last decades due to forestry (Sandström et al., 2016). The cumulative effects of competing land uses, such as mining, forestry, tourism, and wind power, all increase the pressure on the samebys that are dependent on the natural environment (Allard, 2006; Kløcker-Larson et al., 2016; Kløcker Larson, Raitio, Stinnerbom & Wik-Karlsson, 2017). Additionally, as mentioned, climate change is expected to be a threat to future reindeer herding (SOU, 2007) and the competing land uses limit the flexibility of herders to adapt to it.    
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3 Research strategy 3.1 Research philosophy My research is situated in the tradition of constructivism which states that our access to reality is based on the perception of humans and this perception is influenced by context and social interaction (Hepburn, 2009; Moses & Knutsen, 2007). Thus, this research is aimed at uncovering 
pe eptio s of the o ld, athe  tha  o ld as it is  Moses & K utse , , p. . I  this thesis, I examine different perceptions of justice and how the divergence in perceptions can create conflict. Context, such as the history of repression of the Sámi, is highly important in understanding these perceptions (Bryman, 2012). Rathe  tha  e plai i g  the o fli t a d its sou es, I t  to u de sta d  it by taking the viewpoints of the conflicting parties (Bryman, 2012). Through investigating the different perceptions, I also try to understand the threats that reindeer herders see for their livelihood.  3.2 Methodological approach This thesis is based in the practice of qualitative research in that it aims to provide an in-depth analysis of the conflict from an environmental justice and vulnerability perspective. While some argue that qualitative research is usually characterized by an inductive approach, qualitative research can also be used to test an existing theory (Bryman, 2012). I have set off with a theoretical framework in mind that I applied to the case of wind power generation on herding grounds. Nevertheless, my findings shaped my final choice of theory and made me decide to add another level of analysis through looking at the vulnerability of reindeer herding in the future.  The case study researched is that of wind power developments in northern Sweden that impact Sámi 
ei dee  he di g o u ities. A ase stud  a  e used to ge e ate a  i te si e e a i atio  of a 

si gle ase, i  elatio  to hi h [o e] the  e gage[s] i  a theo eti al a al sis  B a , , p. . The case of Sámi reindeer herding communities affected by wind power developments is thus looked into in order to critically examine the events from an environmental justice perspective. I am aware 
that the e a e ultiple pe spe ti es o  ie s of the ase that eed to e ep ese ted, ut the e is 

o a  to esta lish, e o d o te tio , the est ie  Stake, , p. . The efo e, th ough introdu i g oth the he de s  a d the opposi g side, I p o ide some perspectives on the conflict and how they relate to environmental justice. 
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3.3 Case study selection and setting While competing land-uses on Sámi reindeer herding territory are also being researched (for instance, Össbo & Lantto, 2011), I chose the case of wind power development on herding grounds because it creates a very specific dilemma. Even though wind power is meant to produce clean energy for a sustainable future, it has negative impacts on herding. Climate change, in turn, is a threat to the future of reindeer herding. Thus, both the threat of climate change and its supposed solution actually negatively affect the livelihood of Sámi reindeer herders. Figure 3 exemplifies the connection between the three topics climate change, wind power development, and Sámi reindeer herding. With this dilemma as a background, it is important to also highlight wind developments from an environmental justice perspective and to assess how wind power and other factors affect the future of herding.         Figure 3. The interplay between wind power, reindeer herding and climate change as researched in this thesis (source: author) Fieldwork was undertaken with reindeer herders and other informants in areas where conflicts with wind power developments had been reported. Starting from data collection around the wind park Markbygden, by purposive sampling, I went on to contact further herders who had been proposed to me. The geographic locations of the three conflicts I studied is presented in figure 4.    
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        Figure 4. Geographic location of studied samebys (broad demarcation in red). Adapted from Ka ta över 
sa e a a i S e ige , .d.. The first sameby researched is Östra Kikkejaure whose winter-grazing land close to Piteå is affected by Markbygden, a wind park of 1101 wind turbines of which only around 40 have been built so far (Svevind, n.d.). The large size of the project is unusual for wind power in northern Sweden. The second conflict was situated in Maskaure sameby whose pasture was affected by wind power developments on Uljabuouda in Arjeplog municipality. These turbines were among the first ones to be installed on reindeer pastures, so no formal consultation of the herders took place. Thirdly, the current court appeal of Malå sameby against the proposed Ljusvattnet and Blåbergsliden plants was studied. Malå sameby already has several wind power developments in its pasture and research on the effects on reindeer has been conducted there (Skarin et al., 2013; Skarin et al., 2016). Despite the three different conflicts, I approach them as one bigger case study, to provide a picture of how wind power can affect different samebys under different circumstances. Common experiences of the herders are used to highlight environmental justice aspects and the implications for the future of reindeer herding.  3.4 Why focus on herding? The focus of the thesis is on wind power generation and its impacts on Sámi reindeer herding rather than the general Sámi community. While there certainly might be non-herding Sámi that oppose wind power developments, there were two reasons for this focus. Firstly, the sole legal basis of Sámi 
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customary land use in Sweden is reindeer herding. Only reindeer herding Sámi are seen as holding the rights to this activity (Allard, 2006; Beach, 2007). Furthermore, it means that a land area must be actively used for herding in order for the Sámi to claim rights to it. If reindeer herders cannot use a pasture, they lose the rights to it and so does the entire Sámi community (Allard, 2006). Secondly, Sámi reindeer herding communities are usually regarded as affected by wind power developments on their pastures, so companies are expected to consult them (Allard, 2006). This research thus does not portray the magnitude of Sámi attitudes towards wind power but rather looks into reindeer herding as a carrier of culture, traditional livelihood and customary rights for Sámi in Sweden.  3.5 Data collection and analysis Primarily, data was collected in the form of semi-structured interviews, orally and through email. In total, twelve interviews were conducted with reindeer herders, staff from the Sámi Parliament, Swedish authorities and Svenska Samernas Riksförbund (SSR). Example interview questions can be found in appendix 1 and a list of the interviewees in appendix 2. Data analysis of the interviews was undertaken by coding the transcripts into themes (Bryman, 2012). The focus was on the three justice dimensions proposed by Schlosberg (2004): recognition, procedure and distribution. Furthermore, other overarching themes related to the future of Sámi reindeer herding, the impacts of climate change and the Sámi identity conflict were manually extracted. The extraction matrix can be found in appendix 3.       Figure 5. Pictures taken during the narrative walk. Artificial feeding of reindeer (left) and free roaming herd (right) (source: author). During the fieldwork, a working day with the reindeer herders provided further insights into the every-day environment of reindeer husbandry and the relationship to nature and the animals (see 
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figure 5). By talking to the herders during their daily work and learning about the livelihood in its su ou di gs, this a ati e alk helped e p odu e o te t-based empirical material to be 
o ti uousl  alidated […] li ki g hat ou see  ith hat ou hea  Je e k & Olsso , , p. 118). As another tool of data collection, a survey was created in Swedish asking about opinions on wind power in northern Sweden (template in appendix 4). As the survey was intended to gather further Sámi opinions on wind power in northern Sweden, it was distributed in a purposive fashion, through reindeer herders I met and other friendly locals, in paper and online. Furthermore, it was distributed at the Sámi week in Umea where I held a short presentation about my results to that date (07.03.2017). From this, 71 responses were received from both Sámi and non-Sámi (44 Sámi, 27 non-Sámi respondents). Despite pointing out that I was looking for Sámi opinions, more than a third of the respondents are non-Sámi. Therefore, the answers were analysed to find recurring opinions and outliers, but no generalization from this data was made and the responses rather serve to illustrate the discussion around wind power in northern Sweden. 

Fi all , do u e t a al sis of the i d po e  de elope s  a d go e e t autho ities  pu li atio s was undertaken to gain insight into their side of the debate. Permit decisions, municipal wind power plans and environmental impact assessments were studied to find out what this other side in the conflict perceives as just (list of documents analysed in appendix 5). The findings from the text analysis were then combined with data collected through interviews with officials from Arvidsjaur municipality and the County Administrative Boards of Västerbotten and Norrbotten.   3.6 Ethical considerations As pointed out by constructivists, knowledge is situated in a context and relates to power relations (Moses & Knutsen, 2007). Therefore, it is important to reflect on my role as a researcher. I am aware that answers I received might have been related to my position as a young, foreign female research student and that I could have received different answers had I, for instance, posed the questions in Swedish. It is also important to consider that none of my respondents were native English speakers, so in order to avoid misunderstanding them, I offered to all interviewees to send them the transcript for scrutinization. Anonymity was offered to all interviewees and accepted by some; the consent form can be found in appendix 6. As I am looking into a specific case composed of three different 
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o fli ts, I a  a a e that the esults a e also i flue ed   espo de ts  ie s and might not represent an overarching Sámi opinion.                   
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4 Theoretical framework  4.1 My research in sustainability science Sustainability science focuses on the interactions between nature and society (Clark & Dickson, 2006; 
Kates et al., . It looks i to oth ho  so ial ha ge shapes the e i o e t a d ho  

e i o e tal ha ge shapes so iet  Cla k & Di kso , , p. 8059). Research in sustainability 
s ie e o i es diffe e t a ade i  dis ipli es to ta kle the i ked  p o le s posed  sustainability challenges such as climate change (Jerneck et al., 2011; Kates et al., 2001). Wind power development in the Swedish North can be characterized as a wicked problem, as it tries to mitigate 
li ate ha ge ut as a solutio  a  e eal o  eate a othe  e e  o e o ple  p o le  (Jerneck et al., 2011, p. 71), in this case threatening the livelihood of Sámi reindeer herding. Through sustainability science, this thesis can look at both the social side of environmental justice and combine it with the natural side of climate change impacts.  Sustainability is based on the different values that communities want to sustain for their future well-being (Miller et al., 2014), such as the traditional values of an indigenous Sámi livelihood. Sustainability science also calls for the incorporation of different kinds of knowledge apart from scientific knowledge (Kates at al., 2001), whi h I ha e atte pted  i gi g i  the he de s  experiences. While sustainability science is generally problem-solving, Jerneck et al. (2011) have called fo  a o e iti al app oa h that efle ts o  the o te po a  i stitutio s a d po e  

elatio s  p. 77). In this thesis, I have tried to be both critical of the existing situation of wind power developments in northern Sweden and problem-solving by providing recommendations. While it can be argued that an environmental justice framework lies outside of sustainability science research, I argue that sustainability science is inherently value laden and normative and needs to consider ethical questions, such a justice. As pointed out by Miller et al., (2014), sustai a ilit  is a fundamentally ethical concept raising questions regarding the value of nature, responsibilities for 
futu e ge e atio s a d so ial justi e  p. . I ha e pu sued an active role in research and hope this thesis can initiate a dialogue for change (Miller, 2013) and add to the discussion on how indigenous values and needs could be considered in this transition process.  4.2 My research in the broader debate Research on wind power opposition in recent years has succeeded the debate around NIMBYism (Not-in-my-backyard-ism) and increasingly focused on different kinds of acceptance (Wüstenhagen, 
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Wolsink & Bürer, 2007) or highlighted, for instance, place-based identities (Devine-Wright, 2009). Furthermore, an increasing amount of research has critically examined justice aspects in wind power developments (Cowell, Bristow & Munday, 2011; Gross, 2007; Liljenfeldt & Petersson, 2017). While the distributional justice aspects of wind power developments in Sweden have been studied by Liljenfeldt and Petersson (2017), the authors argue that research related to recognition is missing and that Sámi land use conflicts warrant specific attention. This thesis aims to fill the gap identified in research by providing an analysis beyond distributional justice with a specific focus on Sámi reindeer herding. 
A  e i o e tal justi e f a e o k appealed to e due to the apa it  of a justi e a al sis oth to 

e de  i e uities isi le a d to e iti al of the  Ma ti , , p. . Thus, utilizi g the pai  of 

glasses  of e i o e tal justi e theo  e a les this thesis to poi t out problems and to provide possible suggestions to alleviate inequities. The Sámi opposition to wind power can be researched from a justice perspective since the development threatens a traditional indigenous livelihood. 
E i o e tal justi e has ee  de a ded  i dige ous peoples a d thei  lai s te d to go beyond distributional equity to emphasize the defense and very functioning of indigenous communities – their ability to continue and reproduce the traditions, practices, cosmologies, and the relationships with nature that tie native peoples to their ancestral lands  S hlos e g & Ca uthe s, 2010, p. 13). Environmental justice evolved in the United States of America in the 1960s and 70s where environmental pollution was observed to correlate with racial aspects: the harms of environmental pollution were more badly affecting ethnic minorities (Liljenfeldt & Petersson, 2017; McCauley, Heffron, Stephan & Jenkins, 2013; Schlosberg & Carruthers, 2010). At the basis of environmental justice are social justice claims and the extent to which these claims should be broadened to other countries and other conflicts is still debated (Schlosberg & Carruthers, 2010). Nevertheless, environmental movements and indigenous people have taken up environmental justice to substantiate their claims and it is utilized on a global scale, in different local contexts and to address global issues, such as climate change (Martin, 2013). It can be argued that this thesis would benefit from an energy justice perspective rather than environmental justice, as wind power developments relate to the global energy system. However, these theories are highly related, since energy justice is based on the ideas of environmental justice (Liljenfeldt & Petersson, 2017; McCauley et al., 2013). I decided to employ the environmental justice theory of participation, distribution and recognition as laid out by Schlosberg (2004). This theory has also found favour in energy justice literature and has been applied to the case of hydropower 
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generation (Islar, 2012; Jenkins, McCauley, Heffron, Stephan & Rehner, 2016; McCauley et al., 2013), so I would argue that the commonalities of the two justice perspectives allow for me to focus on one without abandoning the other.  4.3 The three tenets of environmental justice The idea of a tripartite justice theory emerged from the criticism of mainstream justice theory that focuses on distributional justice as well as from observations of environmental justice movements (Schlosberg, 2004). The need to consider procedural justice and recognition arises from looking beyond the situation of unjust distribution to the underlying causes: distributional justice always necessitates procedural justice and recognition of the actors (Fraser, 1996; Schlosberg, 2004). While criticism has stated that recognition and procedural justice need not be discussed separately because they are subsumed under distributional justice, Schlosberg (2004) has argued that this might be true in theory but does not hold true in reality where misrecognition is a key cause for injustice. Other research has substantiated his claim to move beyond distributional justice (Martin, 2013; Mascarenhas, 2007; Page, 2007; Walker & Day, 2012). None of the three tenets is sufficient in itself, all three need to be fulfilled in order to achieve justice (see figure 6). 

Figure 6. Illustration of the environmental justice theory of three tenets based on Schlosberg (2004) (source: author)  
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Distributional justice theo  is highl  i flue ed  the o ks of Joh  Ra ls a d his Theo  of 

Justi e   i  hi h he p oposes a eut al sta ti g poi t, the eil of ig o a e , that society has to take upon itself to find just outcomes for all. According to Rawls (1971), the veil of ignorance would support the poorer and marginalized sections of society, as an individual would rather chose policies supporting the margins of society was she not to know her own position. In environmental and energy justice, distribution has mainly been concerned with how the benefits and burdens of a certain policy or development are shared (Jenkins et al., 2016; Martin, 2013). While some research focuses entirely on distributional justice, this has been criticized as insufficient and attention has been called to the causes of unjust distribution (Fraser, 1996; Schlosberg, 2004). Procedural justice looks into the process that can lead to unequal distribution (Walker & Day, 2012). 
It is o e ed ith i ludi g all stakeholde s i  a o -dis i i ato  a  Je ki s et al., , p. 178). Some principles have been laid out by the UN Aarhus Convention (Walker & Day, 2012) and by research, such as Jones, Sovacool and Sidortsov (2015): just procedure requires adequate and timely information, the opportunity for meaningful participation, informed consent, access to legal process that can be afforded and including all stakeholders. Just procedure also means including local knowledge (Jenkins et al., 2016). Procedural justice is highly linked to recognition e ause [i]f you 
a e ot e og ised, ou do ot pa ti ipate  Schlosberg, 2004, p. 519). A lack of recognition and respect can cause exclusion from genuine participation, so justice as recognition is highly interrelated (Walker & Day, 2012). Justice as recognition looks into which groups or individuals are misrepresented or excluded (Jenkins et al., 2016). Different forms of misrecognition have been pointed out by Fraser (1996): cultural domination, non-recognition or disrespect can all lead to recognition injustice. As stated by Martin, 
e og itio  is a out po e  a d espe t – about whose culture and knowledge dominates or is 

do i ated, a d the so ial a d e o o i  st u tu es that ep odu e do i atio  , p.  . Recognition justice tries to promote equality by considering specific needs and differences between social groups (Walker & Day, 2012; Jenkins et al., 2016). Injustices in recognition can be seen as the basis for both procedural and distributional injustices. They are also highly related to power imbalances within society (Islar, 2012).   
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4.4 Vulnerability and adaptation to climate change After the environmental justice analysis, this thesis adds a second layer of analysis regarding the future of reindeer herding in Sweden. The vulnerability of the herding livelihood to climate change and the need for the reindeer herders to adapt to it have been pointed out by several authors (Furberg et al., 2011; Kløcker Larsen et al., 2016; Kløcker Larsen et al., 2017; Käyhkö & Horstkotte, 2017; SOU, 2007; Tyler et al., 2007). However, many of the studies focus on the natural threats to the livelihood and only touch upon barriers to adaptation. Others, like Danell (2005) or Löf (2013) highlight the barriers to adaptation, but even there, barriers internal to the Sámi community are not sufficiently discussed. Thus, the second analysis of this thesis merges findings from existing research 
o  Sá i he de s  ul e a ilit  with findings from my own data to provide a more thorough overview of how Sámi reindeer herding is constrained in its adaptation to climate change. For this context, vulnerability and adaptation theory are utilized to inform the analysis. Vulnerability 
to li ate ha ge a  e defi ed as the p ope sit  of hu a  e ologi al s ste s to suffe  ha  a d thei  a ilit  to espo d to st esses i posed as a esult of li ate ha ge effe ts  Adge  et al., , p. 720). Vulnerability to climate change is not just based on climate impacts but also affected by social processes and power relations (Adger, 2006). Vulnerability is characterized by some research as a result of exposure, sensitivity and adapti e apa it  O B ie , E ikse , S hjolde  & N gaa d, 2004; Weis et al., 2016). Exposure relates to the extent to which a system goes through environmental or socio-political stress and sensitivity can be defined as the degree to which this system is then affected by the disruption (Adger, 2006). The third component, adaptive capacity can 

e stated as the pote tial o  a ilit  of a s ste , egio , o  o u it  to adapt to the effects or 
i pa ts of li ate ha ge  Smit & Pilifosova, 2001, p. 881). It is the prerequisite for a community to take adaptive action and if adaptive capacity is low, the vulnerability of the community is high. Adaptation then can be seen as the materialization of adaptive capacity (Smit & Wandel, 2006). The purpose of adaptive action is generally to reduce vulnerability to climate change or to enhance resilience (Adger et al., 2009). Constraints or limits to adaptation thus can exacerbate the vulnerability of communities (Klein et al., 2014). Such barriers or limits can be of different natures, for instance economic, technological or social (Adger et al., 2009; Löf, 2013). In this thesis, I focus on 

ul e a ilit  as a sta ti g poi t, i  hi h vulnerability is a characteristic or state generated by 
ultiple e i o e tal a d so ial p o esses, ut e a e ated  li ate ha ge  O B ie  et al., 2004, p. 1). This initial vulnerability is explained by pointing out the limits and barriers to adaptation that exist for Sámi reindeer herding. 
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While some researchers argue that resilience and vulnerability as concepts can inform each other and have more similarities than differences (Adger, 2006), it has also been argued that resilience as a concept is incompatible with social science (Olsson et al., 2015). Part of the criticism is the focus of 
esilie e theo  o  esisti g ha ge athe  tha  o  t a sfo atio , as esilie e ai s to [hi de ] the collapse of a p odu ti e s ste  Olsso , Je e k, Tho e , Pe sso  & O B e, 2015, p. 6). In the social sciences, as well as in this paper, transformation can be a desirable option and adaptation might involve changes that go beyond the existing status quo. The decision on what is a desirable future should ultimatel  lie ith the Sá i o u it  a d if adaptatio  goes e o d t aditio al  reindeer herding, then it would go beyond the resilience of the system. Therefore, while including resilience research to highlight the pressures on reindeer husbandry, I instead frame it in the context of vulnerability and adaptability. While the vulnerability theory will inform the second layer of analysis, I will now turn to the analysis of environmental justice between Sámi reindeer herders and wind power informed by Schlosberg s (2004) environmental justice theory.   
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5 Environmental justice conflicts between Sámi reindeer herders and wind power 
I  li e ith Ma ti  , I a gue that a  de isio  o  p o ess ight e o side ed just  so e and unjust by others, either because they prioritise different justice dimensions or they attach 
diffe e t p i iples to the  p. 99). A perception of injustice is thus produced through conflicting views of justice which do not converge. Since one understanding of justice prevails over the other, injustices then are created for the less powerful side. In this section, I first examine the justice understanding of the Sámi reindeer herders and then contrast it with the justice claims of the developers and Swedish authorities.  5.1 The reindeer herders’ side of justice 5.1.1 Distribution: Who pays and who benefits from wind power? Distributional justice looks into how the benefits and burdens of a development are shared by different parts of society. In the case of Swedish wind power, Liljenfeldt and Petersson (2017) have analysed distributional justice of wind power plant sitings and point out a clear north-south divide. The majority of wind turbines that were approved by 2015 was situated in the South of Sweden (2855 windmills in the South, 1772 in the North); however, new permissions were much more readily granted by the authorities in the North despite possible burdens on the local population. Only around one per-cent of all applications for wind power in the Swedish North was not granted (Liljenfeldt & Petersson, 2017). The authors relate that to the image of the No th as a  a ea ith 

ast e pt  spa es, ut also ith g eat pote tial fo  atu al esou e e ploitatio  Liljie feldt & Petersson, 2017, p. 6). The north-south divide in wind power developments also has another dimension: the electricity is produced in the North but is intended to be sent to the Swedish South so that the northern energy 
su plus a  eet the de a d the e S e iges f a elo åde , . I te estingly, 24 respondents (both Sámi and non-Sámi) to the survey independently stated this as a negative effect of wind power in northern Sweden despite no question referring to this aspect. One respondent stated:  Si e al ost all ele t i it  is al ead  p odu ed i  no the  S ede  […], o e should build wind power plants in southern Sweden where everyone lives, instead of in no the  S ede .  (Non-Sámi, female) 
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This feeling of carrying the burden of electricity production for the South has similarly been expressed by several interviewed reindeer herders. As one of them states: 
[…] e al ead  ha e the ate  po e . A d e also ha e i es ho i g da age to the landscape. I think that the wind power, they could have it in the South of S ede . […] the North of 

S ede , e gi e so u h ele t i it  po e  a a  f o  it. So I thi k e ha e gi e  e ough.  (Interview 8) This quote illustrates the feeling that the energy production in the North creates burdens for the local population. While the general public in northern Sweden might perceive burdens through wind power developments, reindeer husbandry is specifically affected due to the competition for land, the effect on the animals and increased work and monetary burdens on the herders. Wind power together with other competing land uses creates cumulative effects that decrease the flexibility and future adaptability of reindeer husbandry. There are also benefits that are created through wind power installments and that have been acknowledged by most of the reindeer herders interviewed. Firstly, wind turbine developments are often expected to provide benefits for the surrounding community, mainly in the form of employment. This seems to be of high importance for communities in the North where many rural municipalities lose their inhabitants to urban areas along the coast or in the South S edes lead 

Eu opea  a e to the it , . I te ie ed he de s recognized the benefit of job creation through wind power but they also pointed out that they mainly observed employment of non-Swedish 
o ke s i  the o st u tio  of the tu i es. Fu the o e, o e he de s e pe ie e sho ed a  added employment of only one worker for a wind farm of 25 turbines in his pasture. The limited impact on employment is supported by research. Ejdemo and Söderholm (2015) look at the impact of the Markbygden plant on employment: at full capacity without any benefit-sharing, it is estimated that not more than 70 jobs will be newly created, a modest impact on employment in the area considering the size of 1,101 turbines. Secondly, a benefit of wind power development is the mitigation of climate change. Mitigating climate change is a benefit for future generations but also for vulnerable populations, such as the Sámi reindeer herders who already observe changes in climate (Furberg et al., 2011; Löf, 2013; SOU, 

. Se e al of the i te ie ees a k o ledged the ill to do thei  pa t  to itigate li ate ha ge but they also pointed out that mitigation through wind power creates problems for them: 
of ou se, e a t to do ou  sha e to ha e g ee  i f ast u tu e a d g ee  ele t i it  a d so o . 

[…] e do ’t a t to stop de elopi g. We a t to de elop i  a sustai a le a  fo  oth us a d the society and Sweden in general. We want to contribute to that but not fo  e e  p i e  (Interview 11) 
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Thus, while the reindeer herders want to be sustainable and acknowledge the importance of mitigation, they also worry about the problems wind power creates for them. In order to balance out the burdens of wind power on Sámi reindeer herding, a common condition set by Swedish authorities is to provide compensation to the affected herders. The compensation can then be used to buy fodder for the animals or for additional expenses, such as moving the animals by truck or renting helicopters (Interview 8). However, several interviewees stated that money cannot compensate the land loss. One interviewee explained that the loss of traditional knowledge and the unrest for the animals due to construction cannot be compensated. Several respondents highlighted that the pasture is needed to feed the reindeer and to be adaptive to different conditions. Furthermore, due to the Swedish legislation on reindeer herding rights, an area needs to be grazed in order for the Sámi to have rights over it. This means that land given to other land uses is effectively 
lost to ei dee  he di g: if e do t g aze, ou  ights ill e i alid. So e eed to g aze a d e 

eed to e the e  I te ie  11). With this in mind, it can be questioned whether any compensation is sufficient for the land area lost through wind power developments or other competing land uses. Regarding distributional justice, there appears to be a clear north-south divide in Sweden regarding where electricity is produced and where it is used. General community benefits such as employment creation are estimated to be in fact quite small despite the continuous emphasis on the argument (Ejdemo & Söderholm, 2015). The Sámi herders state that they want to contribute to climate change mitigation and increased employment but the negative effects of wind power on herding cannot be adequately compensated by the possible benefits or monetary payment. 5.1.2 Procedure: Whose voice is listened to in the permit process? This section illuminates the procedural justice aspects of the case. Procedural justice is characterized by how communities are included in decision-making (Jenkins et al., 2016). Amongst the principles laid out for such just procedure are timely information, the possibility to participate, informed consent and the ability to afford legal redress (Jones et al., 2015). These conditions, amongst others, are discussed in this section. Herders reported that they were usually informed about the projects quite early, several years ahead of the planned construction. However, it was also mentioned by one herder that they were not always the first to be informed. Instead, the landowners of their pastures were contacted and agreed to developments in advance, making it more difficult for herders to oppose.  
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Consultation is a necessary prerequisite in the case of wind power developments. While the developing companies are obliged to include the affected samebys in their consultation, there are no government requirements regarding how the consultation is done or how many meetings take place (Allard, 2006). As the full responsibility lies with the developer, strategies to discourage effective participation can be employed. In the conflict around wind power on Uljabuouda, no consultation at all took place with Maskaure sameby. However, an interviewed herder from the sameby also pointed out that this was an exception since it was in the early stages of wind power exploration in northern Sweden and in recent years, consultation has become the norm. Permits for wind power development in Northern Sweden are usually granted by the County Administrative Board (länsstyrelsen). Conflicts of interests with herders are considered in the Environmental Impact Assess e t EIA  that is pa t of the de elope s application. To submit such an EIA, the company has to hire consultants that talk to the affected samebys and assess the possible impact of wind power on the herders. This EIA process has been criticized as highly susceptible to corruption since the consultants that undertake it and assess the impacts are both hired and paid by the wind power developer (Allard, 2006). Several interviewees pointed out that this part of the permit process that considers the sa e ’s opinion is paid for, created and owned by the wind power developers. The consultants that are paid and hired by the company are more likely to write something that favours their contracting employers, as pointed out by an interviewee: ou o t 

ite the o e that feeds ou  I te ie  11). Also, the company can edit the report before it is submitted to the authorities in the permit process, so any finding that might not be appreciated can be removed. Even if this is the extreme case and most developers might be interested in an honest EIA, hired consultants are unlikely to write something controversial.  While consultation is the norm in the permit application process for wind power, participation can only be meaningful if the stakeholders feel that they have a choice. Contrary to this, the interviews revealed that reindeer herders felt helpless or powerless in opposition to wind power: 
We did ’t a t [the i d po e  de elop e t]. But if se e  Sá i people ho o  reindeer in an area [go] against the big power, the big company, and lots of jobs in Norrbotten, which is also important for this area, […]  the  these eight Sá i people, the  do ’t ha e so u h to sa  a out 

it.  (Interview 8) The herders felt that they did not have a chance to stop the development so, as another herder explained, after a few years of resistance, the sameby realized they cannot stop the development and had to accept it. Several herders also expressed the feeling that both authorities and land-owners supported the wind power development, so that there was no suppo t fo  the he de s  side. 
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A  i depe de t assess e t of the diffe e t a to s  attitudes fo  Ma k gde  ag ees ith the 

he de s  i p essio , sho i g that the i flue tial a to s i  the process were majorly pro-wind power establishment (Johannson, 2010). This mirrors the herders  experiences:  
The people i  Piteå [ u i ipalit ][…] said of ou se it’s i po ta t ith the ei dee  he di g ut we must think about it, it will make us a lot of [jo s], so people i  Piteå a  get o k.  So, e 

ha e o help f o  the . […] the  do ’t thi k [he di g] is i po ta t  (Interview 5) Generally, several herders in different conflicts pointed out that they would have needed more support from the government, also in the light of Sámi reindeer herding as a traditional livelihood: 
So eho , I want that the [Country Administrative Board], the government, they could have 

suppo ted us a it o e. It’s a o pa  f o  a othe  ou t , o e he e a d take. A d e have some really long tradition to do reindeer herding and they were ready to offer that to nothing, 
a tuall .  (Interview 7) While the herders have a right to go to court against a permit that has been granted, they do not receive any financial or legal support for redress. In the case of Markbygden, the sameby had to ask for help from a lawyer-friend who took the case on in his free time. Also, Jenny Wik-Karlsson, a lawyer from SSR, provides help with legal redress but she explained that she needs to choose certain cases since there is not sufficient time for her to help all samebys. Finally, some aspects arose from the interviews that touch upon both procedural and recognition justice: it seems that the herders perceive an unequal playing field in the negotiations with wind power producers. Samebys need to find the time and resources to go against developments that they think might harm them. An interviewee explained that herders need to take time from their herding work to participate in consultations and negotiations or appear in court to go against wind power. This is especially difficult if the sameby is small and there is no time for such administration, so one herder clarified that he simply accepts certain developments and concentrates on the ones he considers most severe: 
A d e e thi g that happe s i  the la ds ape, like fo est , the g a els,[…] i d ills, ate ,[…] everything is so big. So we have to sift and sort. And you also have to choose ou  attles. […] Because if you are going to start to sa  o to e e thi g, ou ill d o .  (Interview 10) An investigation by SSR revealed that every sameby has to spend approximately 40 to 50 hours per month on consultation with different parties only (Interview 11). Furthermore, only few herders have the expertise or education needed to successfully oppose a wind power development, e.g. in court. An interviewee stated herders have to go against a company with environmental consultants, legal service and a considerable supply of money, which creates an unequal balance of power. Additionally, opposition is not only a strain on time and money for the herders but also on their well-
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being. Several herders admitted that they felt exhausted from managing conflicting interests and continuous negotiations. For insta e, o sultatio  ith o pa ies is a o side a le pa t of he de s  work nowadays and they usually have to explain their livelihood to the competing land-users: 
So at the te th eeti g, ith the te th o pa , ou sta t agai , t i g to e plai  hat is a 
ei dee , so this is uite ti i g.  (Interview 11) This imbalance of power in the participation process is highly related to misrecognition. It is this pillar of the theoretical framework that I will turn to now.  5.1.3 Recognition: Whose livelihood is recognized and valued? Justice as recognition relates to both procedural and distributional justice, as a lack of recognition leads to unfair conditions in the process or in the distribution of benefits and burdens. Recognition justice is based on power and the notion described earlier of an unequal playing field in the negotiations provides an insight into the power imbalances between the herders and the developers. There is also another important dimension that needs to be considered since the Sámi reindeer husbandry is an indigenous traditional livelihood. The conflict with wind power shows what is being valued, regarding nature and livelihood. The indigenous Sámi claim a close relationship to nature (Valkonen & Valkonen, 2014) and an interviewee highlighted that the Sámi herders try to protect values that are not accepted or considered by the legal system:  
[autho ities a d i d de elope s] [do ’t] eall  u de sta d the alues that e’ e t i g to 

des i e o  p ote t; […] al a s he  ou o e to the p o ess, e e  if it’s a o sultatio  o  a 
egotiatio , o  i  ou t, it’s ased o  a […] este  a  of thi ki g. […] we are forced to fit in this system that’s ot e essa il  suita le fo  us. […] So ial alues, […] it’s spi itual alues e eed to 

p ote t, the li elihood alues, it’s uite ha d to des i e that fo  a te h i al p o ess su h as the 
e i o e tal la .  (Interview 11) Misrecognition is highl  elated to hose ultu e a d k o ledge do i ates o  is do i ated  

Ma ti , , p. , so this este  a  of thi ki g , as described by the interviewee, illustrates a case of cultural domination as a form of misrecognition (Fraser, 1996).  Furthermore, herders interviewed perceive a considerable lack of knowledge about reindeer herding in both the Swedish public and in decision-making authorities. As the Sámi Parliament staff pointed out, there is a knowledge gap about Sámi culture and reindeer herding in the Swedish public. One 
he de  des i ed the situatio  i  this a : the children in school, they know more about the American Indians than they know about the Sámi people  (Interview 8). This has been related to a similar lack of expertise about herding in the authorities that decide in land-use conflicts, such as wind power permits. One interviewee stated that there is a need to educate the authorities about 
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ei dee  hus a d : You can see at the authorities, you have a specialist in environment, you have a 
spe ialist i  ildlife, i dlife, a d so o , ut ou do ’t ha e spe ialists i  ei dee  he di g  (Interview 11). This relates to the point raised regarding procedural justice: the samebys have the burden to inform developers about their livelihood and how they use the land. This has been perceived as unfair by some interviewees, as they carry the burden of informing a company and raising awareness about their interests while the companies should have to inform themselves instead when they want to use the pasture lands. Similarly, while there is a lack of knowledge about reindeer herding, there is also a lack of recognition of the knowledge that herders hold. In the conflicts that I studied, the he de s  o se atio s that wind power affects their animals negatively were not seen as credible. In all three samebys, there had been scientific research undertaken regarding the impact of wind power on reindeer, such as the work done by Anna Skarin and colleagues in Malå (Skarin et al., 2013; Skarin et al., 2016). This 
oope atio  ith s ie tists that suppo t the he de s  o se atio s is e essa  fo  the he de s to make their observations believable: 

If the ei dee  he de s sa  so ethi g, it’s not credible, so we need to have research to valid[ate] our statements. And often they show the same thing. What the herder said, the researcher can confirm.  (Interview 11) Undermining the traditional knowledge of indigenous people is a practice that has also been observed in Australia in conflicts between extractive industries and aboriginal peoples 
O Fai heallaigh, . As poi ted out  O Fai heallaigh, su h de ial a  u de i e I dige ous social and cultural values and Indigenous self-estee  2013, p. 22). Furthermore, Nadasdy (1999) has pointed out that traditional ecological knowledge is not easily incorporated in bureaucratic 

st u tu es, as it is o t asted ith s ie tifi  k o ledge hi h is see  as p ofessio al . The efo e, even if the knowledge is a epted, it is usuall  see  at est  as a supple e ta  od  of 

i fo atio  Nadasd , , p.  i  additio  to s ie tifi  k o ledge. This lack of recognition of Sámi values and knowledge has entailed that the herders are perceived as a hindrance to important developments. Rather than feeling that they are supported as an indigenous community, an interviewed herder expressed that he felt the general public saw the Sámi as troublemakers: 
The  thi k the Sá i people ill o plai  a lot. A d it’s ha d, it’s a diffi ult thi g to ake ou  
oi e hea d a d sa : This is the p o le  e ha e a d e a t to ha e help ith this . A d the  
he  ou t  to do that, easil  it gets o plai i g.  (Interview 7) 
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Two herders also told me that with competing land-uses, it is generally expected that the Sámi herders adjust to changes, not that adjustments are made to accommodate herding. One herder even stated that wind power developers commented that reindeer herding should better 
disappea  (Interview 7) as a livelihood and make space for wind power developments instead of opposing them. Such a statement is highly relevant regarding recognition since a s of life a e being lost, and they are lost simply because they are not recognized and are de alued as a s of life  

S hlos e g, , p. . The de aluatio  of he de s  k o ledge, the u e ual power balance in negotiations and the way herding is portrayed as a hindrance all add to an impression that reindeer herding is devalued as a livelihood and might be losing the fight against competing land-uses. After portraying the Sámi herders  perspective on justice in this conflict, it is visible that the herders perceive injustices in all three domains of the environmental justice theory: distribution, procedure and recognition. However, these perceptions of injustices are produced because the other side of the conflict has a different understanding of what is just. Therefore, the following section sheds light on the justice claims of developers and Swedish authorities.  5.2 The justice perspective of developers and government authorities  As pointed out earlier, I concur with Martin (2013) on a pluralistic view of justice in which injustice might arise from competing understandings of what is just. Therefore, in this section, I investigate the other side of the conflict: what justice claims do wind power developers and government authorities base their decisions on? For comparability reasons, the justice claims are considered along the components of the tripartite environmental justice theory. Regarding distributional justice, all documents reviewed stated the environmental benefits of wind power in mitigating climate change. Also, both municipalities and companies talked about the benefit of creating employment or generating community benefits (Documents 1.2a-c; Document 2.3; Document 2.4). Interestingly, however, Arjeplog and Arvidsjaur municipalities stated that they expect the job creation by wind power to be insignificant and do not plan further wind power in their area (Document 3.1; Interview 1). While the herders and many respondents of the questionnaire were strongly against the distribution of electricity to the South, only two documents touched upon the issue. Piteå municipality explicitly states that it sees itself as an energy exporter in the future, and one EIA analysed emphasized the need to bring electricity to the South when there is a surplus in the North (Document 1.2a; Document 2.3). Finally, regarding the impacts on reindeer herding, it seems 
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that both authorities and developers think a fair distribution can be reached through compensation. The permits issued by the County Administrative Board and the Ministry of Environment all rely on compensation as a condition for settling the conflict between herders and wind power developers (Document 1.1; Document 2.1; Document 2.2).  Generally, compensation is seen as sufficient to make up for the harms inflicted upon the sameby: 
U de  the o ditio  that the o pa  ill o pe sate fo  the i t usio  […], the government assesses […] that ei dee  hus a d  […] ill ot e sig ifi a tl  agg a ated  (Document 1.1). Interestingly, the procedural dimension of justice was stressed as necessary in every document analysed. The municipalities stressed the importance of consultation of all citizens in wind power planning (Document 1.2a-c; Document2.4), while the EIAs and permit decisions emphasized the need to develop the specific projects in continuous dialogue with the affected stakeholders and samebys (Document 1.1; Document 2.1; Document 2.2; Document 2.3). However, some documents also explicitly stated that the consultation is rather meant to settle on an agreeable compensation for the herders than to take their opposition into account (Document 2.1; Document 2.2). Additionally, the sufficiency of consultation and dialogue with the herders is decided on the basis of documents that the wind developers provide. Thus, while for instance the permit for Markbygden assures that consultation was sufficient (Document 1.1) that is concluded on the basis of an EIA from the developer and the independent assessment of Johansson (2010) has criticized the consultation process as exclusive. In the recognition dimension of justice, the Sámi herders demand recognition for their livelihood, their values and their knowledge. Several of the documents analysed provided in-depth examinations of reindeer herding and some even recognize that the future of herding is threatened by wind power developments (Document 4.1). Nevertheless, this knowledge generates different decisions in the authorities and developers than in the reindeer herders. With the specific exception of Arjeplog and Arvidsjaur municipality (that both decided against further wind power), all authorities decided that reindeer herding should be considered less important than the national interest of wind power. This is formulated quite distinctly in the permit to build the Markbygden plant: 
Measu es ought to e take  to the e te t that it a  e ega ded as possi le a d easo a le fo  reindeer husbandry interests and wind power interests to coexist in the area. However, the judgment is made that wind power interests ought to hold priority in the case that coexistence is 
ot judged as possi le.  (Document 1.1, p. 13) This illustrates the preference of wind power over reindeer herding by the authority. Also, it shows that the authorities expect a co-existence of both interests. This is actually the general standpoint of 
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the documents reviewed and it contradicts the herders  perspective. Additionally, the justice perspective of the herders showed that their knowledge is not taken into consideration and that they are not considered credible. This has been confirmed in most of the documents reviewed which call for further scientific research to determine the impacts of wind power on herding (Document 1.1; Document 2.1; Document 2.2). The document analysis shows that the wind developers as well as the authorities have a different understanding of what is just in this conflict. While procedural justice is seen as highly important, justice in distribution only depends on the amount of compensation the herders receive. Regarding the recognition of herding, there are documents that showed a good understanding of the livelihood but herding is still not valued as highly as the national interest in wind power, creating a lack of recognition justice.  
Co pa i g the justi e lai s of the de elope s a d autho ities ith the he de s  pe spe ti e o  

justi e, lea  diffe e es e e ge i  hat is see  as fai . The different perceptions of justice in this case create conflict and lead to injustices for the Sá i ei dee  he de s. Si e the de elope s  a d 

autho ities  pe eptio  of justi e is the do i a t o e, the Sá i side is ot o side ed suffi ie tl . As stated by Schlosberg (2013), su h o fli ts of justi e a  o l  e sol ed th ough the egotiatio  of 

diffe e t o eptio s of i justi e i  a d a oss diffe e t pa ti ipa ts […] [a d] it e ui es 

e og itio , o eptio s of disad a tage a d politi al e gage e t  p. . While  field o k showed that both authorities and developers increasingly consider reindeer herding, such as through workshops and discussions with herders (Interview 12), the injustices perceived by the herders can only be tackled by improved dialogue and the recognition of Sámi needs. This includes acknowledging the vulnerable position of Sámi reindeer herding regarding climate change and the 
a ie s to he de s  adapta ilit . It is this p o le  that I tu  to i  the follo i g se tio .     
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6 The future of reindeer herding When I set out to collect data for this thesis, I had decided to focus on the conflict between wind power development and Sámi reindeer herding. Yet, during my fieldwork, I continuously encountered a different theme: threats to the future of Sámi reindeer herding. While wind power was perceived as an issue, I realized that it needs to be seen in the broader context in order to provide a holistic picture of the impacts on reindeer herding. The geographic area in which reindeer husbandry is conducted is expected to be affected by climate change in the future (SOU, 2007). Thus, herding will have to adapt to changes and its adaptive capacity is limited through other impacts. This part of the thesis merges findings from previous research and findings from my own data to provide an aggregation of the threats to adaptation that reindeer husbandry currently faces and which exacerbate the vulnerability of herding to climate change. The picture from Kløcker Larson et al. (2017) visualizes present-day cumulative effects on husbandry: Sámi reindeer herding faces several competing land uses, such as mining, hydropower, roadwork, construction, transmission networks, forestry and wind power but also natural challenges, such as predators (see figure 7).           Figure 7. Schematic of the cumulative effects on Sami reindeer herding (artwork by Simon Kneebone),  (Kløcker Larson et al., 2017, p. 69) Additionally, the identity conflict within the Sámi community should be taken into account when assessing future adaptability of Sámi reindeer husbandry. This is an advantage of approaching the 
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topic from a sustainability science angle: it allows looking into both natural and social science aspects 
of futu e he de s  adapti e apa it  a d, the e , u o e i g the depth of the issue. The Sámi reindeer husbandry has historically been able to adapt to changing conditions through both mobility and diversity and this adaptive capacity was based on knowledge transferred between herders to the new generations (Löf, 2013; Tyler et al., 2007). For the future of Sámi reindeer husbandry, the herders have to adapt to the impacts of climate change. Climatic variability has already been observed by herders, for instance less predictable weather and changes in vegetation (Furberg et al., 2011). Despite the historical adaptability of reindeer herding, the livelihood strategy has become increasingly vulnerable in the last century, as mobility is limited by competing land uses and adaptive capacity is restricted by legislation, for instance in not allowing the herders to diversify their livelihood (Danell, 2005; Tyler et al., 2007). Thus, adaptive capacity in the future is limited by such constraints1. Figure 8 provides a simplified representation of how barriers, such as legislation or decision-making can constrain the adaptive capacity of reindeer husbandry and lead to future scenarios that are less successful in adapting to climate change.              Figure 8. Simplified representation of how barriers (black boxes) restrict future herding scenarios and herders' adaptive capacity (source: author).                                                            1 I use o st ai t  i  the o text understood by Klein et al. (2014) where it is synonymous with an adaptation 

a ie : it is a fa to  o  p o ess that akes adaptatio  pla i g a d akes i ple e tatio  o e diffi ult  p. 906) but not impossible. 
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From the situation of herding in the present-day, different adaptation pathways are possible but barriers that obstruct the successful adaptation instead make less successful adaptation more likely. These barriers decrease the adaptive capacity of reindeer herders and increase their vulnerability to climate change. The following section will exemplify these barriers that are considered threats to the future of reindeer herding, collected from both a ade i  esea h a d he de s  pe eptio s i   own data. 6.1 The adaptation constraints of herding Table 1 summarises the findings regarding barriers to adaptation that have emerged from both literature review and interviews with herders during my fieldwork. While this list is certainly not comprehensive, it provides some insights into key barriers that could be targeted and changed in order to decrease the vulnerability of Sámi reindeer herding. Table 1. Barriers to adaptation for reindeer herding and suggested solutions taken from literature and own data (source: author).              
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 In decision-making, identified barriers are the sense of powerlessness of herders as well as the unequal power distribution between the herders and both authorities and competing land-users (Furberg et al., 2011; Löf, 2013; Kløcker Larsen et al., 2017; Käyhkö & Horstkotte, 2017). This perception has been confirmed in my research on wind power conflicting with herding. Even if consultation was provided, the herders felt that they were not able to exert any influence (see section 5.1.2). Relatedly, there is a perceived lack of knowledge about reindeer husbandry as a livelihood in the authorities that are involved in decision-making. Another barrier in decision-making identified by Kløcker Larsen et al. (2016) is the fragmented governance in autho ities: pe it authorities do not have knowledge of on-going permit applications overseen by different authorities 
ithi  the sa e la d a ea  . Both a wind power plant and a mine can be planned in the same area without the deciding authorities knowing of the other project. Such fragmented decision-making increases the pressure on herding, as more competing land claims can be built without consideration of the cumulative effects. Furthermore, pressure on herders is increased through the demands of authorities on them (Kløcker-Larsen et al., 2017): as also experienced by herders in wind power conflicts, the authorities demand participation and information provision from the herders which creates additional burdens on them next to their daily livelihood of herding. Barriers in decision-making are highly related to competing land-uses that constrain the adaptive capacity of herders. The shrinking pastures, taken over by forestry, hydropower, wind power, etc. decrease the flexibility of herders to move their animals to other pastures (Danell, 2005; Käyhko & Horstkotte, 2017; Tyler et al., 2007). This is especially problematic as migration and mobility were amongst the most important historical adaptation strategies used by herders (Tyler et al., 2007). The importance of flexibility was also highlighted by several interviewees for my thesis, stating that adaptation is not possible anymore, since areas have been cut for forestry (Interview 4). Furthermore, industrial activities such as forestry have led to a decrease in lichen occurrence, a major food source for the reindeer (Sandström et al., 2016). In Swedish legislation, there are two important barriers to adaptation. As mentioned earlier, the Sámi rights to land are based solely on the use by reindeer herding. If reindeer herding has to adapt to climate change, these rights to land could be lost, making the land lost to the entire Sámi community (Danell, 2005). As pointed out by Danell (2005), [t]his will likely have serious negative 

o se ue es fo  the ia ilit  of the Sa i ultu e  (p. 40). The second barrier in legislation is related: herding communities are not allowed to conduct business outside of herding or to take up another 
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main occupation (Beach, 2007). However, the diversification of livelihood can be an adaptation strategy (Käyhkö & Horstkotte, 2017; SOU, 2007). Furthermore, herders face barriers in their economic situation. Herding provides a rather low income with an uncertain money flow, as also expressed by one of the interviewees: [He di g] has so e 

da k sides. It s ha d to ake it go a ou d the hole ea  e o o i all  I te ie  . The i o e of herders is dependent on the market price for reindeer meat which is dependent on the market price (Danell, 2005; Käyhkö & Horstkotte, 2017; Tyler et al., 2007). Ultimately, if the herders lose animals due to predation, sickness or malnutrition, they can only be compensated to a certain extent (Danell, 2005) and interviewees stated that the compensation for predation, for instance, is far from covering the losses. Finally, some barriers or threats to the future of reindeer herding are in fact internal to the Sámi community. Firstly, there is a threat of losing traditional knowledge that has historically created the herders  adaptive capacity (Furberg et al., 2011). Secondly, there is also fragmentation in the Sámi community that leads to internal conflicts. As mentioned in the background section, who is a Sámi is defined differently by Swedish law and by the law of electing the Sámi Parliament (Lantto & Mörkenstam, 2008). Since all Sámi rights to the land are contingent on herding, discontent fragments the Sámi community between Sámi that herd and those Sámi that do not (Williams, 2003; Lantto & Mörkenstam, 2008). Clearly, in this context, one cannot ignore that the basis of this fragmentation were historical Swedish policies rather than clashes in the Sámi community itself. The Swedish 
go e e t s assimilation policies of non-he di g Sá i a d the Lapp shall e ai  Lapp  poli ies of the Swedish government created this divide (Lantto & Mörkenstam, 2008; Lantto, 2010; Lantto, 2014). This artificial division has found its way into the Sámi community and, in the present-day, creates conflict between some herders and non-herding Sámi: 

Whe  I g e  up, e e e just a fe  ho were called Sámi or Lapp. And the only one who was called that was the one working with the reindeers, not anyone else. I have some friends of mine who have studied with me in school and so on and they were never ever called Lapp or they even teased me fo  it. A d like o , the  a e sitti g i  the Sá i Pa lia e t. So that s a  issue. So I think inside the reindeer herding communities, […] that s a huge issue e ause […], this Sá i 
Pa lia e t a d so o , it has ee  popula  o  […] to e a Sá i.  I te ie   Several herders I interviewed stated that they felt disadvantaged by decisions taken in the Sámi Parliament and that the Parliament, in its ability to distribute the budget, provides insufficient amounts for reindeer herding, effectively working against them. Such statements illustrate the fragmentation within the community. However, more unity and support from the Parliament could be essential for the future of herding. It could bring herders more leverage in negotiations with 
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competing land uses or the authorities and it could also help to develop a common vision for the future of the Sámi community: 
We al a s eed to e ea ti e o  other issues. Other parties want to come in and be within the 

la d, so e do t eall  ha e the ti e to o k ithi  the o u ities, t i g to figu e out hat do we want, how do we want our society to be in, say, 50, 100 years. And what should be the best to ea h that i  o de  to e espo si le?  I te ie   
As poi ted out  Mille  et al. , sustai a ilit  s ie e has a u ial ole to pla  i  o ki g ith 

[…] o u ities i  afti g a ia le isio  of the futu e  . I  the ase of the Sá i, the community should be given the opportunity to deliberate on a common vision for the future and to 
de ide hat ki d of adaptatio  ight e desi a le. De a di g the esilie e of t aditio al  ei dee  

he di g a d e pe ti g Sá i he di g to sta  ithi  its t aditio al  a s a  e o side ed a continuation of the historical Swedish policies to conserve the reindeer-herding Sámi. Such a 
olo ial f a i g of I dige ous peoples as lo al a d t aditio al  Ca e o , , p.  li its the possible choices the Sá i a  take ega di g thei  desi a le futu e. E e  the te  t aditio al  i  itself allows for outsiders to define what makes up the real native culture of the Sámi (Nadasdy, 1999). Considering all these barriers, it is important to provide the Sámi community with support and 
o e politi al po e  to ha ge the situatio  he e the  at p ese t a  e el  add ess s pto s 

[of li ate ha ge] at the a gi  Löf, , p. .  6.2 Recommendations: How can Sámi reindeer herding continue? Based on the barriers discussed in the previous section, table 1 also presents specific suggestions to tackle the barriers. In this section, I turn to some of these suggestions to provide recommendations on how the adaptive capacity of Sámi reindeer husbandry can be increased. This section also provides recommendations on how to approach the conflict between reindeer herding and wind 
po e , as the adaptatio  o st ai ts ide tified i  the oade  pi tu e  a e highl  elated to the conflict between wind power and herding. Wind power constitutes one of the competing land-uses in northern Sweden that come into conflict with reindeer husbandry as practiced by the Sámi herders. The many competing land-uses lead to shrinking pastures with additional cumulative effects on herders. As seen in the analysis of environmental justice, the land-use permits and what is needed for a permit is highly dependent on the decision-making of the Swedish authorities. For both barrier areas, there were some suggestions: generally, a call for better participation and consultation of the herders in decision-
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making can be made. Furthermore, knowledge about the herding livelihood amongst decision-
ake s is s all a d he de s  o  k o ledge is ot see  as elia le. This a ier could be approached by increasing knowledge about reindeer herding, such as in workshops conducted by SSR (Interview 10) and by recognizing Sámi needs and knowledge (Kløcker Larsen et al., 2017; Käyhkö & Horstkotte, 2017; Tyler et al., 2007). This includes consideration of the resources herders need to meet the high demand on their time (Kløcker Larsen et al., 2016) and might necessitate a mediating organization between the herders and the authorities (Käyhkö & Horstkotte, 2017). Specifically regarding land-use decisions, it has been argued that the standards for EIAs need to be changed: they should be conducted by independent consultants and the inclusion of cumulative impacts should be a prerequisite, as is actually demanded in EU legislation (Kløcker Larsen et al., 2016). Legislation on Sámi land rights and herding could be changed to allow for a diversification of livelihoods (SOU, 2007) and to provide a basis for Sámi rights that is not so vulnerable to the impacts of climate change (Danell, 2005). Regarding the economic situation of the herders, it has been suggested that the already existing financial support from the state is and will remain important to the survival of the herding livelihood (Tyler et al., 2007). Furthermore, the SOU report (2007) points out the need to acknowledge the value of herding in non-economic terms. Finally, it would be beneficial to the entire Sámi community (in Sweden and beyond) if they had the liberty to develop a common vision for the future and decide on who is a Sámi beyond the definitions of Swedish legislation. Creating a stronger sense of community could reduce conflicts within the Sámi population and provide more support for the herders in, for instance, land-use conflicts and decision-making. A stronger and united Sámi vision for the future would also strengthen the herders in facing current and future threats to reindeer herding. Already existing initiatives such as the workshops offered by SSR and position papers on wind power development by the Sámi Parliament can be a good starting point for that.       
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7 Conclusion 
Sá i ei dee  he di g is aught i  a situatio  et ee  a o k a d a ha d pla e  he e it is oth threatened by wind power developments and by the impacts of climate change. Herders find themselves in a situation he e the S edish go e e t s a tio  to itigate li ate ha ge, increasing wind power generation, limits their own adaptive capacity to climate change and makes them more vulnerable. Therefore, several herders have attempted to oppose wind power developments on their grazing lands and conflict between reindeer herders and wind power developers occurs. In this thesis, I provided two interconnected analyses of the present-day situation of Sámi reindeer herding in Sweden. Firstly, I looked into the conflict of wind power developments on Sámi herding 
g ou ds a d applied a  e i o e tal justi e le s to e a i e oth the he de s  justi e pe eptio s and the claims of the opposing side, the developers and Swedish authorities. My analysis showed that differing perceptions of justice between the opposing sides created the conflict. Since the justice perception of the more powerful authorities and developers prevails, injustices for the Sámi reindeer herders are created. In order to alleviate these injustices, it is necessary that meaningful discussion can take place and the needs and wishes of the Sámi herders are recognized. This relates to the second layer of analysis: the vulnerability of Sámi reindeer herding in the context of climate change. In this second layer of analysis, I investigated the barriers that reindeer herders face in adapting to climate change. Among these are external factors, such as Swedish legislation or competing land-uses, but also internal factors, namely friction within the Swedish Sámi community. Based on other research and my own data, I provided some suggestions for tackling these barriers in order to increase the adaptive capacity of the herders in the face of climate change. Since this thesis is based in sustainability science, it was possible to research both the social and natural factors influencing the future of reindeer herding. The findings generated in this thesis can hopefully instigate discussion on both the environmental justice of wind power developments in northern Sweden and the justice implications of mitigative action in general. I furthermore hope that this thesis can raise awareness about the imperiled situation of the Sámi reindeer herding livelihood and initiate action to challenge existing barriers to adaptation. The thesis is aimed at filling the gaps identified in existing research: it is meant to provide a detailed analysis of the environmental justice implications of wind power developments as well as offer a thorough overview of how Sámi reindeer herding is constrained in its adaptation to climate change. 
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Nevertheless, further research is needed in both research areas. A more in-depth analysis of the dynamics within the Sámi community would be of high value. Furthermore, questioning the justice implications of climate change mitigation and adaptation action is essential for a socially sustainable future.    
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9 Appendices Appendix 1 – Example interview questions (excerpts from Interview 5) - Can you tell me when you heard about Markbygden being built and whether you were informed or whether you heard it in the newspapers? - Do you think that in the future, there will still be reindeer herding in Arvidsjaur? - So, [herding in the future] is possible, also with the wind turbines? - Do you think you will still be in contact with [the developer]? - Do ou feel that ei dee  he di g as take  […] as i po ta t f o  the egi i g  the i d company or was it also a problem that came up? Do you think they saw it as very important and you should be talked to? - Do you think i d po e  is a good idea i  ge e al a d it s a e just ot a good idea he e? O  do 

ou thi k it s just ot a good solutio ? - Do you feel that there is anything that maybe could have been done better for the Markbygden development? - Did you have a lot of contact with Piteå kommun when they were planning the project because they had to agree to it? - When the sameby decided that they would rather not have the wind power, was that any problem with the people here?      
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Appendix 2 – List of interviewees  Group affiliation Interviewees Interview 1 Government authorities Åsa Andersson, Arvidsjaur municipality Interview 2 Kenneth Fors, Länsstyrelsen (County Administrative Board) Norrbotten Interview 3 Joacim Jacobsson, Länsstyrelsen (County Administrative Board) Västerbotten Interview 4 Sámi Parliament Two staff members of the Sámi Parliament (Sametinget) Interview 5 Reindeer herders Reindeer herder 1, Östra Kikkejaur sameby Interview 6 Reindeer herder 2, Östra Kikkejaur sameby Interview 7 Reindeer herder 3, Östra Kikkejaur sameby Interview 8 Reindeer herder 4, Östra Kikkejaur sameby Interview 9 Reindeer herder 5, Maskaure sameby Interview 10 Reindeer herder 6, Gran sameby Interview 11 SSR (Svenska Samernas Riksförbund) Jenny Wik-Karlsson, CEO and lawyer at SSR Interview 12 Maria Boström, project leader at SSR    Appendix 3 – Themes extracted from the interviews  
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Topic Theme Quote Interview Notes Distributional justice Doing their share Of ou se, o  o e side, e see e ha e li ate ha ges a d e ust thi k what can we do, […] hi h a  should e d i e […]. So, of ou se, su , i d 
po e , it s good fo  the li ate. But i  a othe  pa t of e, of ou se, it s aki g 
p o le s, ot fo  so a  people ut it s so ig, it s so huge […]. It s good fo  one thing but you make othe  p o le s.  p.  Interview 5 Try to do their share against climate change but wind power still problem for them  Doing their share so e ge e atio  afte  us, the e goi g to tha k us, defi itel  [fo  allo i g wind] Interview 7   Doing their share if ou ould ope ith that pa k, of ou se, e a t to do ou  sha e to ha e green infrastructure and green electricity and so on. But it should be also, we 
should t e fo ed to take % of that. […] But I thi k, e do t a t to stop developing. We want to develop in a sustainable way for both us and the society and Sweden in general. We want to contribute to that but not every price. We 

a t to e a pa t ut i  a suita le a  a d sustai a le fo  all pa ties.  
Interview 11  

 Doing their share a  So, ut e did t k o  so u h a d e e e ot so e pe ie ed, so e 
thought a out it like e ll do it ou  pa t to the g ee  ele t i it .  

 I thi k the i ds ha e defi itel  ha ged e ause i  the egi i g, people thought it was interesting. And we also did think it was interesting. Our thoughts in the community were we are going to take our share and produce some green 
ele t i it . No , I ea  i side the o u ities […] e e sta ti g to see the changes in things and the long-te  effe ts e ha e t see  et.  

Interview 10  
 Power will be sent away A d a e it s i  the south of S ede  he e e eed the po e . So h  

should e put the  he e? But e a e ot so a  people, so…  p.  Interview 5 Power needed in south, should build there but less population in north  Power will be sent away Not fai , all people a ou d the a ea feel the sa e: e do t eed so u h 
e e g , it s goi g to e se d a a , so h  p odu e he e? Interview 6   Power will be sent away The electricity produced in Northern Sweden goes to the south of Sweden or is exported to Europe. The companies that want to build oftentimes write in their 
appli atio  e pla e it i  the o th e ause the e a e ot so a  people 
de o st ati g . Rathe  tha  ,  people opposi g i  the south, only 2,000 

ill oppose it i  the o th, so it s easie  fo  the o pa . Interview 4 Also e tio s it s built in North because of fewer people/less opposition  Acknowledging economic benefits of So e people said: ou ust u de sta d, it s i po ta t fo  the a ea that 
people a  ha e o k . A d I a s e ed the  of ou se, I u de sta d that ut 
just i  this situatio , I ust speak fo  us. Just fo  the Sá i illage.  p.  Interview 5 Understands need for jobs but also need to speak for Sámi 
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plants  Acknowledging economic benefits of plants Can understand the need for growth in employment and wants to be friends with people in the area, does not want to cross people Interview 6   Acknowledging economic benefits of plants In small villages, like Arvidsjaur, it is also about getting jobs from the wind power. Reindeer herders themselves have families that need jobs, so they might agree to wind power for that reason. Interview 4   Only few jobs created They were promised to be taken over for work after the wind power plant is built but they usually were only hired for around one month and then let go, as their work was needed. Rather, foreign workers were hired to built the plant and operate it. Interview 4   Only few jobs created Yes, the mu i ipalit  thi ks it ill e a lot of o k ut afte a ds it s fo eig  people that are employed. Interview 9   Only few jobs created it was promised it was going to be houses and workers and not a problem, the 
ig thi gs. But o  the  ha e see  that is has uite ot ee  like that. It s like i  

the pa k, e ha e  ills, it s o l  o e pe so  ho o ks the e.  Interview 10   Cannot compensate land Co pe satio  is ot e ough fo  ei dee  he de s. […] O e a ot o pe sate the land. The County Board says one should compensate with fodder but feeding freely in the wild cannot be compensated. Interview 4   Cannot compensate land But this is a o ditio  to t  to o pe sate a da age that a t e 
o pe sated i  a a . Loss of la d, ho  a  ou o pe sate that?  Interview 11 Related to process, court action more pro-herding  Cannot compensate land (and knowledge) Re e  ka  i te äta pe ga . De avtalsersättningar som skrivs mellan exploatör och sameby är hemliga så de kan jag inte kommentera. Nej, jag anser inte att ekonomisk ersättning för förlorad betesmark är tillräcklig. Pengarna kan inte ersätta allt som går förlorat; betesmark, överföring av traditionell kunskap 
ella  ge e atio e , etes o fö  e e  .  Interview 12  

 Need for compensation to continue the ea tio  as that if the  uilt it a d e do t get a  o pe satio , the  
it s o e , e a t do the thi gs that e ha e to do a d it ill ost a lot of o e 
to gi e the  food.  Interview 7   Only little compensation When Skelleftea Kraft bought it, they did an agreement with us but the project already stood there. Then we got a small amount of money but we were not in a good position. Interview 9  
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 Compensation dependent on amount of turbines built 
a  it as a ig p oje t. It as the iggest i  hole Eu ope. It s just … the oads, they make the roads and then they put up some stations and then they stop. 
A d the  sa  You get the o e  he  e ha e so a  i d po e  […] 
tu i es.  […] But the da age is al ead  do e  

 he  the  take the fi st spade, the  the  should pa , […] di e tl , if ou do this, you must pay so we can feed them out for the whole winter in lots of years. 
Whe  the  take the fi st o e to the g ou d.[…] Be ause the oads, the e already made and the area is dest o ed. […] e a  go a ou d it a d e a  
pass it a d the  [ ei dee ] a ot eat  

Interview 8  
 Compensation can be enough but not always I  so e ases, if the ei dee  he de  o u it  has the a ilit  to a tuall  compensate with other pasture lands and other areas, but you can see that we 

do t ha e fle i ilit  as e had  ea s ago.  Interview 11 Related to future of herding  Compensation for food as standard That s also a  issue a out this ith the i d ill i dust . The e has ee  like a standa d o  he  the  dis uss ho  to epla e the g azi g […] We gi e the 
o u it  o e  so the  a  u  ei dee  food, a tifi ial ei dee  food.  But 
e o de  a out that i  ou  o u ities a d e ould t take that a  at all 
e ause e do t k o  ho  that ill affe t the ei dee  i  a pe iod of ti e.  Interview 10  

 Economic benefit for developers but endangering herding  Är det rätt att exploatörer gör ingrepp i betesmarkerna, tjänar stora pengar till sina ägare men samtidigt genererar stora utgifter och hinder för renskötselföretaget och som gör att dessa företag får mycket små möjligheter 
att ut e klas elle  att e s fi as k a ?  Interview 12  

Procedural justice Need to mobilize and make pressure to be heard a  Go e e t de isio : We ha e a lot of phone calls and after [pressure], we 
alled the  a lot of ti es, a d the  the  said: ok, o e he e, e i ite ou .  (p. 2) 
 Fi a e : We ite lette s a d o ta t the a k: do ou k o  hat s goi g to happen here? Then, urfolk, indigenous peoples, will get ig p o le s  p.  Interview 5 Both pressure on government and on developer, use indigenous status to their advantage.  Feeling of helplessness a  Whe  e got this de isio s, e thought it as a ig p o le  fo  us, it s ha d 

fo  a little…., e a e ot so a  i  ou  Sá i illage so e thought e a t stop 
this, it s ot possi le  p.  

 the people i  pitea ko u  […], the hiefs up, the  said of ou se it s important with the reindeer herding but we must think about it, it will make us a lot of [jo s], so people i  Pitea a  get o k.  So, e ha e o help f o  the . 
[…] the  do t thi k [he di g] is i po ta t  p.  

Interview 5 Feel they are too few to stop development; no help from Pitea kommun  Feeling of helplessness Realized e a t stop it, everyone was so hopeful about the project: Pitea municipality, Länsstyrelsen Norrbotten, the Swedish government. Reindeer 
he de s felt left alo e , did ot get suppo t f o  a  go e e tal autho it  Interview 6  
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 Feeling of helplessness/ powerlessness We did t a t it [the i d po e  de elop e t]. But if se e  Sá i people ho own reindeer in an area [go] against the big power, the big company, and lots of 
jo s i  No otte , hi h is also i po ta t fo  this a ea, that e ha e jo s… so the  this eight Sá i people, the  do t ha e so u h to sa  a out it.  Interview 8  

 Authorities support wind Much earlier in the process, Pitea municipality, Länsstyrelsen Norrbotten and 
S edish go e e t should ha e said it s e essa  to ake ei dee  herders 
a ept it. The de elope s e e o hala t at fi st, did t o  o  a e e ause 
the  had all the go e e t age ies  suppo t. S edish go e e t ould ha e said it four years earlier [before their final decision including herder compensation] that reindeer herders need to be compensated and are important 

Interview 6 Also related to recognition 
 Land owners support wind When a wind power project is planned, the owner of the forest gets a lot of money. Usually, the connection is started to them, they decide whether they want the project or not, and only then, others are consulted. Sometimes, the Sámi village is not even the second to be asked after the owner and then the developer will say they have a right to use the land because they have the permission. 

Interview 4  
 Consultation process but ignorance regarding herding Of ou se, the  k e  that the  ust talk to us […]. […] The  a t u de sta d 

ei dee  he di g a d he  ou a t u de sta d it, ou a t k o  hat s goi g to happen and what is ou  […] espo si ilit  p.  Interview 5 Highly related to recognition  Free Prior Informed Consent a) Free Prior Informed Consent does not work in Sweden. 
 It is the S edish go e e t s fault. The go e e t does ot sa  that it should be the local people that decide whether wind power is built or not. The government does not care about FPIC. Interview 4  

 Environmental Impact Assessment 
a) When the wind power company plans to build a wind project, they conduct and Environmental Impact Assessment. Some companies might also look at the social and cultural impact of the project but that does not necessarily happen. The consultants that conduct the EIA are paid by the company, so they might 

ite a  assess e t i  fa ou  of the o pa s i te ests. The e should e a special, independent authority that conducts the EIAs. b) The follow-up reports on the effect of Markbygden on the reindeer herders is 
itte   a o sulta t, so it is likel  that ot e e  he de s opi io s is sho  i  it. They might write that no negative consequences could be found but that might not be really true. The consultants also do not fully understand the effects on the reindeer. 

Interview 4  
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 Environmental Impact Assessment 
It s that it s the o pa  that does the MKB. I   opi io , it should e a  

autho it  that p o ides that e ause, as a atte  of fa t, it s a o pa  p oje t. The company owns it, the company chooses which consultant, who wants to do that and actually within this earlier project, we have heard between the lines and in private conversations, that a lot of consultants say that: Of course you 
do t e too o t o e sial e ause ou o t ite the o e that feeds you. And of 
ou se it s hu a . So if ou ould like to ha e a  o je ti e opi io  a out something, it should be more proper to have a special MKB authority which of course the company should pay for when they do that. But in order to make it objecti e. I thi k that should e a ette  s ste . […] But a tuall  e ha e so e quite horrifying example when you have a consultant that has written that this is 

goi g to ha e a huge i pa t o  diffe e t… a d o  ei dee  he di g a d so o  and so on and the compa  a tuall  takes that a a .  

Interview 11  

 Information early on I thi k e hea d it fi st f o  the o pa  a tuall  […]. A d the  e sta ted to 
hea  it f o  Lä sst else . A d the  it as a lot of dis ussio  a d eeti gs.  Interview 7   Information early on The  e e a tuall  uite ea l  i  i fo i g us a out the pa k, it as like .  Interview 10   Tiring to oppose We t ied to do e e thi g e ould to ake ou  oi e hea d ut it as a lot of phone calling and talking with people and make us eall … it as tough ea s  Interview 7  

 Tiring to oppose a  I k o  a lot of o u ities a d he de s, are quite tired to always inform and always to explain from the beginning with each company. The ongoing process with no ending. So at the tenth meeting, with the tenth company, you start again, trying to explain what is a reindeer, so this is quite tiring. I can understand 
that e ause the espo si ilit  to do that has ee  fo ed to us. A d that s ot 

uite fai  eithe . It s the o pa  that a ts to o e i  to ou  la d a d e eed to tell them. It should be the opposite way, that they need to inform the sel es.  
 But it also takes a lot of ti e to do that a d a lot of e e g . To al a s t  to fight for what we mean is our right to be there. But always trying to fight for 

so e o pe satio .  
Interview 11 Also, responsibility to inform should not be with herders. 

 No financial help for legal process e had to hi e a la e   ou sel es. So he had so e o e tio s to the 
ei dee s also a d he did it o  so e f ee ti e. It as t so e pe si e ut he did 

good o k  Interview 7   No consultation a) We were against it all the time but nobody cared. They had decided already. 
We e e the fi st o es ho had i d po e , so the  did t ha e a  consultation. The Environmental Impact Assessment was around one paragraph Interview 9  
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long for the project and it just said the e is ei dee  he di g i  the a ea . No , 
i  e  p oje ts, the  ha e dialogue ut e did t ha e the ha e. We e e i  a bad situation for negotiation, they already had the permission. b) We tried to talk against it and to go against it in court but we were denied our opinion. It was very badly handled. Then we tried to talk to Skelleftea Kraft and now we have a better dialogue.  Only some sameby members know 

a out se et  deal a  It s o l  the Sá i people ho o k full-time that see what the deal is. We, that only work part-ti e, e do t see it. It s o l  fo  the e e s of the Sá i 
illage that a e, e all it akti  
 It [the o e ] goes to the Sá i illage a d fo  the o e  that o es to the Sámi village, we use helicopters and e gi e the  food […] so  ei dee s also 

get, i  a a , the o e  f o  that. But it is t so u h o e  o  
Interview 8 Details of contract remain secret to even some sameby members, but money also used for their animals. 

 Bringing developments to court 
a  So e ases e p o ide legal a tio , ot all a d ot ith all o u ities. It s 
a atte  of ti e a d it s a atte  of ho  p i ipal the ase ight get i  a igge  
o te t. So ou ofte  pi k ases to get i to.  
 ou ould also see so e ou t de isions now are talking in favour of reindeer 

he di g, so ou a tuall  a  see that happe i g.  
 U til this ea  [ ], ou a  see that i d po e  has ad a tage [o e  

he di g] ut it has ha ged o , ou ould a tuall  see that […] . So ou a  see a difference, a small change. The biggest change is actually on the conditions. So 
ou ha e all the o ditio s i  fa ou  fo  ei dee  he di g.  

Interview 11 Can help with legal action for some communities, wind power only part of court cases (also mining etc.); courts more pro-herding now but still compensation not fair (see distribution) 
 Unequal playing field in negotiations 

e do have today, in the process, the reindeer herders mainly. And they want to be reindeer herders but are now forced to be negotiators and sit in this court 
oo  o  o sult ith these o pa ies a d do t eall  ha e a p ope  edu atio  

a d do t eall  al ays have the time to read because you need to keep in mind 
a out … e did a  i estigatio  a out t o ea s ago a d ea h o u it  has about 40 to 50 hours a month just negotiation with different parties. So this is a 
lot of ti e a d if ou e a s all illage with a few members, you need to get from your daily job, reindeer herding, to be within this consultation. So you 
do t ha e the o e , ou do t ha e the people, a d so eti es ou do t 
ha e the k o ledge, a d ost e tai l  ou do t k o  the ules, the playing 
ules. A d ou e eeti g a o pa  that has o sulti g fo  e i o e tal issues, you have lawyers, you have a whole staff with you in each project. So this 

is t e ual, it s ot fai , a tuall .  

Interview 11  
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 Conversation with consultants Yeah, a tuall , the  [de elope s] did t talk to us. The  had o sulta ts ho talk to us and so on. But we work with the consultants in the one who is built and also in the one who got the permission and this one who is applying, we are starting to work with the o sulta ts just o .  Interview 10  
 Need to chose battles, too much work 

If I as to hose to talk to e e thi g that e e i ol ed i , I ould do that 
e e  da … e e  da , e e  da . But ou ha e to sift a d so t. Be ause e as a community do t ha e the ad i ist atio  to deal ith this ass of thi gs. It s 
like a ko u , ja o u it . It s like ig thi gs. A d e e thi g that happe s i  the landscape, like forestry, the gravels, when they make gravel, wind mills, water, they manage some water, everything, is so big. So we have to sift and 
so t. A d ou also ha e to hose ou  attles. That s o e thi g ou ha e to lea  in the beginning. Because if you are going to start to say no to everything, you 

ill d o , ou ill d o .  
Interview 10  

Recognition justice Lack of knowledge about herding So e ha e the o sulta ts ith us out he  e a e he di g the ei dee s. We try to explain this is what we do and they have no idea what reindeer herding is, 
so it as a lot of e pla atio  p.  Interview 5 Neither developers nor laymen (people in Arvidsjaur) understand herding well  Lack of knowledge about herding De elope s did t u de sta d ho  he de s use the a ea, said ou a  go to 
othe  pla es , ut that does t o k, the e a e othe  he de s there Interview 6  

 Lack of knowledge in authorities/decision-making 
a) In the County Board in Jokkmokk, a few people work specifically with reindeer herding. They might understand the work and the impact of wind turbines but they do not decide whether a project is permitted, they can only give opinions. A delegation of the County Board decides. b) The people in, for example, the County Board do not understand reindeer 
he di g, the k o ledge a out Sá i ultu e a d he di g is e  lo . […] I  Swedish schools, there should be more knowledge taught about the Sámi culture and way of life. The ignorance follows up to the County Board where they do not know about Sámi culture. 

Interview 4  
 Lack of knowledge about herding You k o , the hild e  i  s hool, the  know more about the American Indians 

tha  the  k o  a out the Sá i people. So, that s the go e e t of this 
ou t . I do t thi k that the  a e so u h.  Interview 8   Lack of knowledge in authorities/decision-making a  A lot ho o e he e a d o k ithi  No the  S ede  do t ha e a lue 

a out ei dee  he di g o  Sá i ights o  ho  it affe ts, so of ou se, it s ette  
k o ledge [that SSR t ies to eate]  

 So this is, fo  e, o e ig issue, t i g to edu ate the  [the autho ities] 

Interview 11  
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e ause the e not very well educated today when it comes to reindeer and grazing. You can see at the authorities, you have a specialist in environment, you 
ha e a spe ialist i  ildlife, i dlife, a d so o , ut ou do t ha e spe ialists i  
ei dee  he di g. So that s a la k of k o ledge ithi  the autho ities. A d it s 
aki g thei  o k ha de .   Reindeer herding as the life Fo  e, of ou se, it s  life. A d othe  people a  sa  ou a  do so ethi g 

else to get o e o e  to ou  fa il , ut it s ot the thing. The thing, for me, 
is ei dee  he di g. It s  life a d it s o e tha  i po ta t. Interview 5 Reindeer herding as the only option  Reindeer herding as the life A d e o k the hole ti e fo  the ei dee , to ha e the est fo  the  a d when the  get si k a d pai , the  it s a te i le thi g to see.  Interview 7   Sámi as the troublemaker I thi k [the t eat e t of Sá i  the state] ill e ette  ut it s so a  ti es 
a d a  e a ples that the feeli g is e a e a p o le  p.  Interview 5  

 Sámi as the troublemaker The  thi k the Sá i people ill o plai  a lot. A d it s ha d, it s a diffi ult thi g 
to ake ou  oi e hea d a d sa : This is the p o le  e ha e a d e a t to 
ha e help o th this . A d the  he  ou t  to do that, easil  it gets 
o plai i g. It s ot that I want people to feel sorry for me because I have some problems with maybe the predators or a company wants to build on the land or 

the e utti g do  the fo est. A d e e thi g ho uilds he e e ha e reindeers, on the land, everything who builds or they cut off the wood and stuff, 
it affe ts us. So, it s the hole pi tu e ho akes it a little it ha de  e e  ea  

e ause it s so a  thi gs.  
Interview 7 Also relates to cumulative effects; future of herding 

 Sámi as the troublemaker I think it s a ig p o le  [s all udget fo  Sa eti get, i te ests ot take  
se iousl ], the  ill get us out of the a . Fo  ultu e, it s ok ut ot fo  
ei dee . It s i e to see us i  the theat e. Interview 9   Sámi as the troublemaker We e just pa t of a game, I think. Many, many times. We only look good if they 
a t to see us i  ou  lothes a d e ha e the Sá i people a d that s it. You know, the children in school, they know more about the American Indians than 

the  k o  a out the Sá i people. So, that s the government of this country. I 
do t thi k that the  a e so u h.  Interview 8 Also related to lack of knowledge! 

 Sámi as the troublemaker A d e ofte  a e poi ted out as o-speake , […] as a stop fo  de elop e t i  the Northern part of Sweden. And of ou se, this is a o se ue e of the state s 
a tio . It s the state that a tuall  has ade this happe  e ause the  ha e t… the arena is that the company and the Sámi community should solve this issue , the interest conflicts, themselves, rather than the state a tuall  sa i g This is 
Sá i t aditio al la d, e should ha e ei dee  he di g  

Interview 11  
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 Sámi need to adapt Not first time there are other interests on the land, herders have to be adaptable/accommodative, generation before also felt reindeer herding was not seen as that important. But: more respect now. Interview 6   Improvements in recognition There has been a little change in some County Boards, they have tried to bring in conditions, such as one cannot built wind turbines in a certain area in winter or the turbines have to stop operating in winter time if reindeer are in the area. Interview 4  
 Values in Swedish environmental law a) In Sweden, environmental law is economic at the bottom. When it is interpreted, it is about what is best for the economy. b) One should not only look at reindeer herding from an economic perspective as it does not bring so much value to the Swedish economy but it brings big value to the Sámi people and also economic value for tourism or Sámi that work with handicraft etc. c) It is important when working with such cases as wind power that one also highlights the environment and the culture rather than just the economy. 

Interview 4  
 Not alui g he de s  knowledge The reindeer herders have experience in nature, and including their family members, Sweden has around 2000 field experts that could provide knowledge about the environment but are not listened to. Interview 4 Also related to procedure.  Need to create mutual respect o e of the ai  pu poses [of SSR s o k] is to a tuall  ha e lea i g platfo s for projects for the industry or the authorities to meet with the communities and to learn from each other and try to have a platform for dialogue and 

u de sta di g a d, i  a a , a e ha e utual espe t fo  ea h othe  Interview 11  
 Western system, unequal playing field 

A d I thi k ou a t o e the e to e e ual e ause it s a atte  of s ste  
failu e. […] ou e e  ould e e ual e ause the othe  pa t does t eall  
u de sta d the alues that e e t i g to des i e o  p ote t, he  it o es to indigenous peoples to a ds the i dust  espe iall . So, it s a lo g a  to e 
e ual e ause it s al a s he  ou o e to the p o ess, e e  if it s a 
o sultatio  o  a egotiatio , o  i  ou t, it s ased o  a este  s ste , o  a western way of thinking. And in matter, you can never be equal because we are 

fo ed to fit i  this s ste  that s ot e essa il  suita le fo  us. It s ha d to 
des i e. So ial alues, f o  the g ou d; it s spi itual alues e eed to p ote t, 
the li elihood alues, it s uite ha d to des i e that fo  a technical process such 
as the e i o e tal la .  

Interview 11 Also related to procedural justice (what is valued) 
Mixed/unclear justice aspects Recognition of knowledge & procedure There is research that sates negative impacts of wind power on reindeer and there is research that states the opposite. Currently, the wind power company can simply chose what research they like. The traditional knowledge of the Sámi is not accepted. Impacts on reindeer need to be proven but even if it is shown Interview 4  
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with GPS sensors that reindeer avoid the area, research says they cannot be sure that is due to the wind park rather than the climate or other factors.  Doing their share and cannot stop it anymore When the construction of wind power started, many Sámi villages wanted to allow some but they did not expect it was going to be so much. Now, the wind developers think the Sámi villages have already accepted some turbines, so why should they not accept more. And even if the Sámi village says it is too much, the developers do not listen. Interview 4  
 Dependence on land; trying to make developers understand So if ou take the la d, it ill e e  e pe si e to ha e the ei dee s to 

su i e. A d the o pa  did t u de sta d that. If the  took ou  la d, e do t have anywhere to be. That was the problem for us to make them understand 
that the e goi g to ake us a ig da age a d it as ot a  eas  a .  Interview 7  

 Feeling of helplessness; resignation a  e did t ha e so u h hoi e. We ould t stop it so it was a difficult way to 
go. […] We t  to a ept that a d the est had ee  that the  had uilt 
so e he e else, a solutel , ut so eho  ou had to fa e the fa t.  

 It as a lot of a s the e ut ou ha e to so e a , so eho , ou ha e to accept the fa t that it s goi g to e uilt a d ou a t stop the de elop e t  Interview 7  
 Support from authorities; even against herders the  had a lot of suppo t a d at so e poi t, the  also said, it s ot o  the pape  but; that they had, it was better to build and that we disappear. There was 

al ost so e poi t i  the fe  ea s the  had so e state e ts that it as t 
good.  Interview 7  

 Giving away land to foreigners So eho  I a t that the Lä sst else , the go e e t, the  ould ha e 
suppo ted us a it o e. It s a o pa  f o  a othe  ou t , o e he e a d take. And we have some really long tradition to do reindeer herding and they were ead  to offe  that to othi g, a tuall . Just e ause the e do t li e so 

a  people up he e. So it s a eall  st a ge situatio . […] that s a e  p o le  with a company from Germany who come and built and they do what they could do and if they got the S edish go e e t o  thei  side, it s ot thei  fault.  
Interview 7  

 Need for dialogue but money talks The  ha e to talk. No ada s, it s a good dialogue, SSR does a lot fo  the 
dialogue. But to the e d, it s o e  talks. Interview 9   Cumulative effects, north-south divide I thi k that e al ead  ha e the ate  po e . A d e also ha e i es ho bring damage to the landscape. I think that the windpower, they could have it in 
the south of S ede . […] I thi k that the o th of S ede , e gi e so much 
ele t i it  po e  a a  f o  it. So I thi k e ha e gi e  e ough.  Interview 8   Doing their part and accepting no as no a utual u de sta di g [ ould e ideal] e ause I thi k it s i po ta t to 
u de sta d that ei dee  he de s o  the Sá i i  ge e al do t a t to sa  o to 

Interview 11  
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e e thi g e ause e a e a pa t of so iet . But […] so eti es, ou a e o  a tipping point, especially if you come to a village, a community, that has all different kinds of [exploitation] on their ground. So sometimes no is a no and it 
eeds to e espe ted. So this is a ala e a d that s the ideal situatio . But this is a question about money and towards our interests, so often we are losing that 
attle   Ethical burden of giving away land Ho  a  I set a p i e fo   hild e s futu e a d thei  hild e s? A d hat price is that? And this is quite a hard issue [to] deal with at that moment. So 

the efo e, I elie e that ou ould e e  e e ual e ause the o e ou e 
looki g at does t eall  eed to o side  that. The  a t to uild i d po e  o  start mining and of course they want to do it in a good way, mostly, they want to have social responsibility and environmental responsibility. But they are really hard to understand this battle inside of the herders, that we are giving away our lands. And this is a colonial perspective that we have with us and has been for a 
lo g ti e.  

Interview 11  

 Only reactive not proactive and need to use land for rights 
We al a s eed to e ea ti e o  othe  issues. Othe  pa ties a t to o e i  

a d e ithi  the la d, so e do t eall  ha e the ti e to o k ithi  the communities, trying to figure out what do we want, how do we want our society to be in, say, 50, 100 years. And what should be the best to reach that in order 
to e espo si le? […] e ha e t la ded the e et ut at the o e t, e e trying to get tools to explain, trying to fight for some land areas to still have grazing land for the herders, to still have reindeer on because in Sweden, the Sámi rights are based on customary law and based on reindeer grazing. So if we 
do t g aze, ou  ights ill e i alid. So e eed to g aze a d we need to be 
the e.  

Interview 11  

 Herders regret agreement Talki g to the he de s ithi  Öst a [Kikkejau ], ofte  [the ] sa  to e: If e knew what we know today, we should have never had an agreement, we should 
ha e fought u til the e d.  A d that s ofte  happe i g he  ou ha e this 
ag ee e t, he  ou see the effe ts at the la d. It s a lot of eg ets.  Interview 11  

 Communities affected differently Whe  the lo atio  is totall  o g a d it s totall  u a epta le. You ha e to take that from case to case. We have different criteria in different communities, 
so it s a ide a ge the e. So e a e o e i te se i  the ei dee  he di g communities and they will prefer it a different way and some are not so intense, they will prefer it another way.  Interview 10 BUT: Gran is a mountain sameby, not forest; so they have more space to move. For them, mountain wind power is unacceptable. 
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 Problem of reindeer moving to different sameby 
a  it is related to the wind power. I mean you can see on the research that Anna 
Ska i  has do e the e that the  a e affe ted. A d I ea  that s i  the ti e of the year that I think they are probably most affected by the wind mills because they are standing in the year-round areas, so they come there in like May, June, July, 
August, Septe e , too, I thi k.  

 We sta ted getti g thei  ei dee s o  ou  i te  g azi g a d it s eall , eall  
ad to ha e the ei dee s o  that t pe of la d, I ea  it s eall  ad for the 

li he s e ause the  do t g aze o  it i  su e ti e. But he  the  alk, the  
sta p o  it a d it just so t of disappea s, it shatte s, it e o es… eah, po de  
of it. So e ha e had this p o le  fo  a lo g ti e a d I a tuall  did t k o  this about the windmills and the effects of the wind mills before Anna showed me the research of it. And we have been discussing this with Malå, I mean, a long 
ti e, a d e e ee  uite upset at ea h othe , too. A lot a tuall , the e ha e been a lot of hard words the e, too, e ause of this.  

 We ha e to fi d a solutio , I ea , a tuall  it s like a disaste  e ause i  that area, the winter grazing has actually sort of destroyed now for these years and 
e do t k o  ho  to ha dle this at all.  

Interview 10  

 Effort to provide local fodder We a e talki g […] ith ou  fa e  o  this lo al p oje t e ause e thi k this is insane of us taking some ingredients from the pellets from the other side of the world. We talked about this [palm oil] who was imported from like Indonesia 
he e the  ut do  ai  fo est a d it s i sa e. So that s h  e sta ted to look in a different direction like this and then look at how we can manage this locally 

i stead.  
Interview 10  

 Gambling with permits You k o  that s also a diffe e t thi g, if a pe it is gi e , ou do t k o  if it s 
e e  goi g to e uilt. Be ause it s just a pe it. So the  so t of, so e 
o pa ies sell the  like sto ks i  so e a  a d it s az . So so eti es he  you are like worki g ith the… looki g at ho  to ha dle a pe it i side a 
o u it , ou do t k o  e e  if it s goi g to e uilt. But ou ha e to o k as 

if it s goi g to e uilt.  
Interview 10  

Impacts of climate change Changes in weather, need to feed a  A d f o  No e e  it s s o , ai , plus deg ees, i us deg ees, so e ha e 
a lot of i e o  the g ou d, so e a t go ea  the oast […], the  a t fi d 
food.  p.  

 A d e ha e a  ea s o , it s ot o al. Ma e it s the li ate ha ge 
ut it s a p o le  fo  us.  p.  Interview 5 Observation of CC, need fodder, several years already, fodder very expensive  Changes in weather A d I also elie e that people li i g i  the No the  egio , i  the A ti  also 

feel the effe ts of the li ate ha ge, it s uite ea  ou, ou a  see it. Su h 
Interview 11  
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as, o  it s s o i g, o e o th ago, it as ai i g a d se e  deg ee plus […].   Changes in weather, go to other areas A d a tuall  this ea , the  ha e ee  i  the pa k. A olleague of i e is the e 
a d he has the  just i side the pa k e ause of the ha sh g azi g this ea . […] they went there by themselves, just because of the grazing because on the lower areas it became stuck, frozen, icy crust, so they went somewhere else and they 

e t up i  the hills, just to g aze i  the t ees the e.  Interview 10  
Future of herding Optimism, wish to carry on herding in future generations a  Questio : A d do ou thi k that i  the futu e, the e ill still e ei dee  

he di g […]?  A s e : A solutel .  
 We ha e do e a  ag ee e t a d if I do t thi k it ould e possi le fo   children to be reindeer herders, I [would]  have never agreed e ause it s so 

i po ta t fo  e […], e ust gi e ou  hild e  a good ha e to take it f o  us 
a d o ti ue ith ei dee  he di g  p.  

Interview 5 Positive about herding with the agreement and compensation  Optimism about future Think we can manage it a d ha e the o e  to ake it possi le ut do t k o  Interview 6   Optimism about future; uncertainty I thi k e ould [ o ti ue he di g], e do t k o  ut e hope e ill 
a age to o ti ue to ha e this life as e a t. I eall  hope so ut it s for the 

futu e to see.  Interview 7   Wish to carry on herding in future generations Future generations are important for the Sametinget; the land should be in a state that future generations can also do reindeer herding on it. Interview 4   Wish to carry on herding; Sámi should determine future a d the ight to e ai  [i ] a t aditio al li elihood a d also to de elop ou  
o  li elihood. It s i po ta t to e e e , it s ot o l  a out e ai i g, it s also about having a chance to develop yourself and to se u e e t ge e atio s  
oppo tu ities to e o  the la d.  Interview 11   Uncertainty in future So, e a t eall  sa  hat s happe i g i  the futu e, e ust ha e esou es 
to ha dle all ki d of p o le s  p.  Interview 5   Limits to adaptation Now, with the exploitation and climate change, there is no flexibility or adaptation possible anymore. In old times, Sámis could cope with it and just move to another area to adjust to a different weather but now many areas have also been taken away by forest companies. Interview 4  

 Limits to adaptation I  so e ases, if the ei dee  he de  o u it  has the a ilit  to a tuall  compensate with other pasture lands and other areas, but you can see that we 
do t ha e fle i ilit  as e had  ea s ago. We still had the ability to be flexible using different lands. But today I would say you have smaller and smaller Interview 11 Linking to compensation (distribution) 
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oppo tu ities to go the e.   Limits to adaptation Re e  o h e sköta e  ä  o h ha  alltid varit duktiga på att anpassa sig efter förutsättningarna, men det kommer en gräns när det inte går längre. Är det rätt att exploatörer ska få ta och ta av renens betesmarker tills traditionell renskötsel 
i te lä g e gå  att ed i a?  Interview 12   Conflicts about predators There is a different value given to reindeer than to predators, for example wolves. Some wolves are given names by the County Board directors, so they have a different value. Interview 4   Need for information There needs to be more information on Sámi culture in the schools. Interview 4   Need for Sámi rights and self-determination Something needs to happen quickly regarding Sámi rights and self-determination because things are moving so quickly in the Swedish North. For instance, what would happen to the land if a Sámi village was to die out? Whom would it belong to? Interview 4 Raises question of future of land rights if sameby disappears  Unknown new disease e do t ha e so u h k o ledge a out it. It s a e  thi g fo  us, so it s ot 
fu . […] But he  it sta ted a ouple of ea s ago, the  e did t see it at the beginning. So it went too long, so the eyes went broken and a lot of pain for them. Interview 7   Difficult economic situation of herders [He di g] has so e da k sides. It s ha d to ake it go a ou d the hole ea  
e o o i all .  Interview 7  

 Questioning herding I  so e poi t i  life, ou get a little it: Is this eall  hat I a t to do ith the 
est of  life?  I thi k e e  people thi k that a d the  he  it s a lot of o k, 

it s e e  da , se e  da s a eek, lo g da s a d ou a e eall  ti ed a d ou  
od  is i  pai  a d ou do t ea  as u h as ou a t the  it s so e ti e ou 
a … the  it o es to the i d po e  o  so ethi g a d ou sa : Fu k it, I 

do t a t to do this a o e.  […] A d […] so eti es […] A  I i sa e doi g 
this o  hat is it?  You a t do it just e ause it s fu . You ha e to ea  so e money also. 

Interview 7  
 Danger of ice throw It s da ge ous i  i te ti e, the e a e i e lo ks fl i g a ou d. The de elope s 

did t k o  it as goi g to e da ge ous. Interview 9   Noticeable impact of wind on reindeer We still go there with the reindeer in summer but the reindeer avoid it and the moose as well. There is a lot of noise. Interview 9   Fragmentation There are so many things, also mines, hydropower, cutting the wood; all that 
togethe , it s ot so good. It s getti g e  o pli ated to do ei dee  he di g, 

Interview 9  
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the area is fragmented.  Importance of herding for land rights The  [Sa eti get] do t ealize that he  he di g is go e, it s o e . Whe  the herding is gone, there are no rights for the land anymore. Interview 9 Also related to identity conflict.  Need to consider cumulative effects I thi k the autho ities eed to lea  o e a out the i pa ts o  the la ds ape base for the community and also consider a lot of cumulative effects when they 
do thei  o k.  Interview 11   New different technologies? And also, I think, [in] about ten years, do we know what is the next electricity 
phe o e o ? Is it su  pa els? O  is ti…? So this is still de elopi g all the ti e  Interview 11   New different exploitation? . Nästa e ka ko e  tt i g epp i betesmarkerna från en annan exploatör och då är inte avtalet om ersättning med det första exploatören tillräcklig för då 
ha  fö utsätt i ga a på e kats o h ä d ats.  Interview 12   Adapting to wind possible If the  a  a a ge it a little it diffe e t and maybe take some of the wind mills 
out, p o a l  e ill e a le to ha dle it i  so e a .  Interview 10   Long-term effects of fodder a  The feedi g, if the  get used to ei g fed. Ho  does that tu  out i   years? Are they all going to be used to just being fed? So if it comes [to] a harsh winter and they are not going to be fed, are they going to easily die then and so 
o ?  

 [With] the peelets the  got sto a h issues a d the  get si k a d so o .  Interview 10  
Sámi identity conflict Importance of herding for Sámi culture Reindeer herding is a ground for Sámi culture. The Sametinget tries to remind the Sámi and Swedes of its importance. One should not only look at reindeer herding from an economic perspective as it does not bring so much value to the Swedish economy but it brings big value to the Sámi people and also economic value for tourism or Sámi that work with handicraft etc. Interview 4 Also points out measuring in economic terms  No help from non-herding Sámi Maybe some care but if they care they use little energy to help the Sámi village in its opposition to wind power. They do not go to the Sámi village and offer to help stop the wind power development. Interview 4   Collective rights and division of Sámi Every Sámi is affected by such developments because of their connection to the land. Sámi have a collective right for all Sámi but the reindeer herding right only applies to members of a Sámi village. However, you can also be affected if you are not part of a Sámi village. Interview 4   Collective right to herd possible? the Sa eti get ho a e i  the leadi g g oup o , the  a t that all the Sá i 

people should ha e the ight to o k ith the ei dee . But it s i possi le! It 
does t o k that a . You ust ha e a lot of ei dee s, so you can live, so you Interview 8  
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can slaughter and you can get money and you can live on [it]. If all Sámi people 
should ha e the ight to o  ei dee , the  e o l  ould ha e t o ei dee  […] 
ea h! A d ou a ot li e o  t o ei dee .   Sametinget vs. herders The majority of the parliament is not reindeer herders. They work against 
he di g, it s e  sad. The  do t ealize that he  he di g is go e, it s o e . 
Whe  the he di g is go e, the e a e o ights fo  the la d a o e. […] The  strangle the udget, also to SSR. The  see that the he de s do t get a pie e of the cake. Interview 9  

 Sametinget vs. herders So, the e s a little g oup of Sá i people ho still o k ith the ei dee . A d 
the  the people ho do t, the  pe haps ha e the la guage ut the  ha e t the 
ight to e he de s. So, i  Sa eti get, the ost people do t o k ith the 
ei dee  a d the  do t see it the sa e a  as e do ho ha e ei dee . 

Sa eti get as t like it should e. The Sá i people ho o  ei dee , the  want the power to go back to Länsstyrelsen and they give the money to us when 
e eed. But o  it s Sa eti get ho de ides if e get so e o e  fo  

ei dee  food du i g the i te . A d it s ot so good.  
Interview 8 Internal conflict 

 Sametinget as government authority Sa eti get fo  e is still a S edish autho it . So i  that a , o, e ause it s 
the go e e t that a tuall  sa s that Sa eti get a  a d a t do. It s ot i  my way of thinking about self-determination to have a state-owned government and the state sa s it s a Sá i go e e t, e ause it is t. Interview 11  

 Sametinget as government authority Sa eti get ä  i ge  sa isk o ga isatio , det ä  e  a  s e ska state  utsedd myndighet, även om den är speciell på så sätt att den styrs delvis av samiska 
politike .  Interview 12  

 Being Sámi more popular; difficult for herders 
Whe  I g e  up, e e e just a fe  ho e e alled Sá i o  Lapp. A d the only one who was called that was the one working with the reindeers, not anyone else. I have some friends of mine who have studied with me in school and so on and they were never ever called Lapp or they even teased me for it. 

A d like o , the  a e sitti g i  the Sá i Pa lia e t. So that s a  issue. So I think inside the reindeer herding communities, I thi k that s a huge issue because from my point of view, this Sámi Parliament and so on that has been popular now to have, to be a Sámi. And that has been working against us reindeer herders in one way. Because we have been looked at like we have such a p i ilege. So I thi k it s o g f o  a diffe e t a . Befo e e ha e ee  
looked like f o  the ge e al, f o  the state, e ha e ee  looked o  i … treated a little bit differently. And now we are treated little bit different from the other Sámi communities, the one who is not reindeer-he de s.  

Interview 10  
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 Sámi were herders historically Be ause the  if ou e e a fa e , ou e e t a Sá i. If ou e e a Sá i, ou 
e e a Sá i a d if ou e e a fa e , ou e e a fa e .  Interview 10 Not necessarily true(?) 
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Appendix 5 – List of documents analysed  Document name Relates to sameby 1.1 Miljödepartmentet Regeringen (2010, April 3). Tillåtighetsprövning enligt 17 kap. miljöbalken av vindkraft i Markbygden (Regeringsbeslut M2009/1517/F/M). Piteå, Sweden: Piteå kommun. Östra Kikkejaur 1.2a Piteå Kommun (2014a). Vindbruksplan – Tematiskt tillägg till översiktsplanen avseende vindbruk. Piteå, Sweden: Piteå kommun. Retrieved from https://www.pitea.se/Invanare/Boende-miljo/Planer-och-fysisk-planering/oversiktsplan-2030/Vindbruksplan/. Östra Kikkejaur 1.2b Piteå Kommun (2014b). Planeringsförutsättningar – Tematiskt tillägg till översiktsplanen avseende vindbruk. Piteå, Sweden: Piteå kommun. Retrieved from https://www.pitea.se/Invanare/Boende-miljo/Planer-och-fysisk-planering/oversiktsplan-2030/Vindbruksplan/. Östra Kikkejaur 1.2c Piteå Kommun (2014c). MKB Miljökonsekvensbeskrivning – Tematiskt tillägg till översiktsplanen avseende vindbruk. Piteå, Sweden: Piteå kommun. Retrieved from https://www.pitea.se/Invanare/Boende-miljo/Planer-och-fysisk-planering/oversiktsplan-2030/Vindbruksplan/. Östra Kikkejaur 1.3 Svevind (2011a). Markbygdens Vindkraftpark, etapp 1, Miljökonsekvensbeskrivning. Svevind. Retrieved from https://svevind.se/Project/Etapp%201. Östra Kikkejaur 1.4 Svevind (2010). Vindkraft i Markbygden, Etapp 1, Samrådshandling. Svevind. Retrieved from https://svevind.se/Project/Etapp%201. Östra Kikkejaur 1.5 Svevind (2011b). Markbygdens Vindkraftspark, etapp 1, Bilaga 4 Rennäringsanalys. Svevind. Retrieved from https://svevind.se/Project/Etapp%201. Östra Kikkejaur 2.1 Länsstyrelsen Västerbotten (2016, August 25a). Tillstånd till uppförande och drift av vindkraft vid Ljusvattnet, Skellefteå kommun (Beslut 2482-501-04). Umeå, Sweden: Länsstyrelsen Västerbotten. Malå 2.2 Länsstyrelsen Västerbotten (2016, August 25b). Tillstånd till uppförande och drift av vindkraft vid Blåbergsliden Skellefteå kommun (Beslut 2482-501-03). Umeå, Sweden: Länsstyrelsen Västerbotten. Malå 2.3 Enetjärn natur AB (2012). Gruppstation för vindkraft vid Ljusvattnet i Skellefteå kommun, Västerbottens län, Miljökonsekvensbeskrivning. Retrieved from http://fbbyggkonsult.se/projekt/ljusvattnet/. Malå 2.4 Skellefteå Kommun (2014). Vindkraft – Tematiskt tillägg till översiktsplan. Skellefteå, Sweden. Skellefteå, Sweden: Skellefteå kommun. Retrieved from http://www.skelleftea.se/trafik/samhallsutveckling-och-planering/planer-for-skelleftea/vindkraftplan. Malå 3.1 Arjeplogs Kommun (2011). Vindkraftsutredning för Arjeplogs Kommun, Tillägg till översiktsplan – Miljökonsekvensbeskrivning Antagandehandling. Arjeplog, Sweden: Arjeplogs kommun. Retrieved from http://www.arjeplog.se/download/18.62e2b04814d439a87472327d/143 1413814090/Utredningsomr%C3%A5den+f%C3%B6r+vindkraft+i+ Arjeplogs+kommun.pdf 
Maskaure 

3.2 Skellefteå Kraft AB (2011). Pilotprojekt Uljabuouda – Slutrapport. Energimyndigheten & Skellefteå Kraft AB. Retrieved from https://www.energimyndigheten.se/globalassets/fornybart/framjande-av-vindkraft/vindpilotprojekt/slutrapport---uljabuouda.pdf Maskaure 4.1 Länsstyrelsen Västerbotten (2011). Vindbruk och rennäring – Om kumulative effekter (Meddelande 12). Umeå, Sweden: Länsstyrelsen Västerbotten. Retrieved from http://www.lansstyrelsen.se/vasterbotten/SiteCollectionDocuments/Sv/ Publikationer/2011/Nr%2012%20Vindbruk%20och%20renn%C3%A4 ring%20webb.pdf  
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Appendix 6 – Consent form for interviews    
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